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"THIS IS A PROCESS THAT GOT AWAY FROM ITSELF."
AMY HOWARD, DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS LIFE

' I THOUGHT STUDENTS LIKED LAST YEAR'S MEAL PLAN.'
JON SMALL, GENERAL MANGER SODEXHO/MARRIOTT SERVICES

"THEY WASTED A LOT OF PEOPLE'S TIME."
J. RUSSELL FUGETT '01, SGA PRESIDENT

Meal Plan Madness
.'-c'

BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

vy

- News Editor

This year Residential Assistants have been asked to expand
their function and police the
areas outside of dorms as well
as within their residence halls.
Included in this is the idea that
RA's can request to see an ID on
a whim.
This does not mean that RA's
have been granted the right to
stop students outside of dorms
and ask for identification if the
student is carrying alcohol.
There are indications, though,
that during training and orientation, RA's have received the
:
j
message that part of their job
includes addressing incidents
that happen outside of the
i
"They stressedT ouHTae
events," commented Phuoc
Nguyen'01, about training, "The
focus went beyond our duties in
DAN BERMAN
the dorm."
Several other RA's agreed The showcase cooking area inside Mather dining hall. As part of its new contract,
with this statement and saying Sodexho/Marriott is renovating the food serving area and seating area. However,
further to say that they feltpres- access to Mather is restricted to meal plan members only.
sure to be on call 24 hours a day,
in every situation.
"They are asking us to be policemen," commented another
RA who wished to remain
anonymous to avoid possible
censure, "That's not why I want
to be an RA."
When asked to comment on
nel West deliver the first lecture few people in the crowd cleared
BY BETH GIUIGAN
this policy, Director of Campus
of the 2000-2001 year. West/the out shortly after his hour-long
Managing Editor
Life Amy Howard indicated
author of the best-selling Race lecture, a solid number rethat there was a possible misunMatters and Jews and Blacks mained there until 10pm, as
derstanding. She went on to say
On Thursday, September 7, and a University Professor at West patiently and thoughtthat this is "not appropriate. 1 students and faculty alike Harvard, had the audience cap- fully answered every question.
wouldn't ask that of students; I jammed into the Washington tivated for close to three hours
The lecture received an overexpect no more from them than Room to hear prominent Afri- with his speech and question- whelmingly positive response.
I would have expected from can-American intellectual Cor- and-answer section. Although
see WEST on page nine
see RA's on page seven
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Cornel West makes a point during his
well-attended lecture Thursday night.

Confusion reigns
as students return

Marriott was not
committees choice
BY D A N BERMAN

News Editor

Sodexho/Marriott, the target
of student protests over the new
meal plan, was not the first
choice of the committee assigned to investigate options for
the new food services contract,
the Tripod has learned.
The committee, headed by
Director of Campus Life Amy
Howard, endorsed Lackmann
Culinary Services to Senior Vice
President/Finance Michael
remain with Marriott.
According
to
West,
Lackmann, of Woodbury, New
York, was ill-equipped to
handle the Trinity contract,
which involves catering and
other services in addition to the
familiar student meal services.
The choice was made following an arduous five-month process that reads like a Marx
Brothers movie, with committees, consultants, miscommunication, misinterpretations,
unfulfilled expectations and
delays, all of which culminated
in a meal plan tha t was dropped
by an estimated 250 students.
The protests began during
registration, when students returned to find out that the ability to transfer meals was
eliminated, lowering the perceived value of meal plans.
Transfers allow students to use
meals at the Cave or the Bistro
rather than at Mather dining
hall. They were reinstated on a
restricted basis last Friday, and
students now have until Friday,
September 15 if they wish to
sign up for the Fall semester.
Controversy remains however, as in an internal memo obtained by the Tripod, the
administration has blamed
some of the controversy on unnamed student leaders, accusing them of distributing
"incorrect information" to students over what was "a perceived loss of flexibility to eat
at the Cave or Bistro."
SGA President J. Russell
Fugett '01 responded, stating
that, "the information may not
have been 100 percent accurate,
but it was not incorrect. We
used the numbers that they
see FOOD on page seven
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Marriott Missesthe
Point, YetAgain

(trades on the NYSE as "PZN").
This connection has been
brought to public attention by
NEWS EDITORS
OPINION EDITORS
the Prison Moratorium Project,
Dan Berman '01 Abigail Thomas '03
Those of us who returned to which sees students as now beMicah Cogen '03 J. Ashe Reardon '02
Trinity the weekend-before- coming "unwitting accomlast were bombarded with the plices" in what it calls: "The
FEATURES EDITORS
ARTS EDITORS
onxymoronic,
advertising cli- biggest corporate crime of the
James Cabot '02 Brian Nanos '03
Amy Buchner '02 Diana Potter '03
che—"new and improved." We last decade: The incarceration
confronted the disturbing real- of people for the sake of profit.
SPORTS EDITORS
ANNOUNCEMENT EDITOR
ity that save for flex dollars, we
Why is this important? BeWilliam Dick '02 Justin Sughnte '02
Lissy Woodhams '03
could no longer transfer meals cause human beings have infrom Mather to the Cave or Bis- herent value; they ought not be
tro. What's more, we were told herded, like cattle, from the inPHOTOGRAPHY EDITORS
ONLINE EDITOR
that those of us who were not ner city into prisons. FurtherHannah Gant '03 Anne Trowbridge '03
Richard Dawne '03
on the meal plan could not eat more, Trinity students ought
in Mather—you couldn't even not be forced to finance compaPRODUCTION MANAGER: Radost Rangelova '03
pay cash like before! The old nies that profit from such hordays of redeeming meals for a ribly inhumane institutions.
SENIOR EDITORS: Josh Freemire '01, Matthew Purushatham '01, Colin Ruane '01, Renay
$5.25 credit at the Cave or the
As we saw with the on-camSmallcomb '01, Geoffrey Stevens '01, Stark Townend '01, Andrew Weiss '01
Bistro were but a distant pus protests by SLAC last year,
memory.
not to mention the anti-globalCOPY EDITORS: Ben Davis '02, 'Talk Krohn '02, Kristin POVKII'03, Laura Schwartz '02, Annie
Indeed, there were better ization protests in Seattle and
times. Like when, for example, Washington, student protest
Scranton'02, Maureen Welch'03
if you skipped breakfast at movements are beginning to
BUSINESS MANAGER: Owen W.Tripp '01
Mather, you could have a late- mobilize and make headway in
night munch at either of the combating exploitative pracBUDGET DIRECTOR
ASST. BUSINESS MANAGER
other two dining options, enjoy tices—from the ill-effects of gloChris Taylor'01
different food and say hello to balization to the issue over
Adam Chetkowski '02
Toni, Mary, Olga—among the contracts with the Marriott
other warm faces that make up workers. Accountability on the
ADVERTISING DESIGN
ASST. BUSINESS MANAGER
Trinity's food-service staff.
part of companies like Sodexho
Carolyn Rued '03
Lara Harisay '03
And while the new and im- is beginning to make a differproved effort seems to have ence in policies. This is a good
been quite poorly received, thing.
worse still is the impetus for
In the past week, because of
A Tale of Two Colleges
the recent "innovations."
our vociferous student body,
Corporations are not people. who took note of the absurdity
To the outside world, we are living in a golden era here at Trinity College. Indeed it is true
They
are entities with an obli- of the new meal plan policies,
that during the last five years we have progressed remarkably on many fronts. The qualifigation, first and foremost, to small concessions have been
cations of our incoming students continues on an astonishing rise. A sparkling new resi- their stockholders - the maximade on the part of Sodexho.
dence hall has just been completed, andi(a^ew1admis^vpn$/careet{1^^tetjE
stUdenTorganizations like Stu- wiii be tran<Terar>Te at the csw~
the way. Multicultural houses illustrate o'ur commffrrietfftS in'creising trtea!
dent Labor Action Committee and
student body. The list o(accomplishments goes on and on.
Bistro.
Sodexho's
Moreover, we are reaching out beyond our iron gates to promote greater prosperity in this (SLAC) must, together with backpedaling is an example of
union members, literally the power of our student body
neighborhood. The Learning Corridor - built with the support of Trinity - is operational
haggle with Sodexho Marriott in questioning and making a
and will soon be a home away from home to 1500 students each day. Subsidized affordable for fair contracts (decent pay,
housing gives area residents a sense of investment in the community and the chance to health insurance, pension difference in combating unfair
policies. We said that it was unfulfill the dream of owning their own home. ,
. . . .
plans, etc.). It is a convoluted fair, withdrew from the meal
:
Yet to many students, there is something missing beneath the prestige of our front-page web of stock market interests plan, and Sodexho took heed.
-headlines and the glare of our glossy brochures. While we have progressed markedly as an amounting to a shrug of the
Even though students love
shoulder, a transfer of blame.
institution, there is a sense that we have regressed somewhat as a community.
their steak-and-cheese sandFrench
multinational wich chefs, as well as the examFor example, the Office of Residential Life has transformed the position of RA from a
community leader in the dorms to a full-fledged alcohol policeman - armed, supposedly, "Sodexho Alliance" acquired time tradition of breakfast at
with the power to ID students. The student meal plan underwent dramatically negative the North American opera- night with President Dobelle, it
tions of Marriott Management is important to examine the
changes with no student input, and although a group of campus leaders was able to secure
Services from the Marriott machinery that tries to use stulimited meal transfer capability, the end result remains a step backward from last year. In
Group on March 28,1998. But dents as cogs in what becomes
addition, let us not forget that Reading Week is gone, and we are left with the insufficient
interestingly enough, the new a clockwork of greed and exsubstitute of "Trinity Days."
conglomerate is involved in ploitation. Exploitation in the
These are but three examples of the many policy decisions affecting the everyday lives of
much more than hotels, food greater Sodexho Empire, as well
students butj seem to be opposed to our interests. For us to reach the same heights as a service, and retirement homes. as the policies that are implecommunity that we have as an institution, there cannot be this disconnect and distrust
In deed, Sodexho Alliance, mented here on campus.
Inc. is the leading investor in Sodexho is no more interested
between students and the administration.
We need an SGA with broader authority - which would in turn attract proven leaders the world's biggest profit- in the plight of Trinity students
and food-service workers than it
instead of freshman political wannabes. Trinity needs to halt the practice of setting policy based prison company is in the results of the Stanford
Prison
Realty
Trust/Correcon the basis of a handful of vocal parents and imaginary lawsuits that will never materialtions Corporation of America Prison Experiment-Are we?
ize. And we need a student services department that actually serves student needs instead
of student disciplinary summonses.
President Dobelle has proven to be a fairly progressive voice on student affairs; it is time
Pillow Talk [s st^l adjusting to the big move back in. However,
that the rest of the administration pick up his mantle and start putting students first in
we want everyonetaknow that the plethora good frat.parties, even
campus life policies.
better food services, and as usual, helpful Resident Advisors have
made the transition easier. Note to reader: Sense Sarcasm.
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Air conditioning, vending
machines, an end to 70s
architecture..,Now we're talkin
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Tackling the Abortion Debate In the Right Arenas
Every four years or so the
United States witnesses a phenomenon like few other social
phenomenons to date. Like a
hibernating bear, the public
awakens to realize that for a
matter of months, it must at
least feign some sort of political interest.

the political arena.
In addition, I am of the opinion that the inclusion of this issue dangerously throws off
balance the criteria necessary
to command such an office.
This is simply because the
United States democratic system inherently limits the
~mmmm power of the president
to exert any great influence over a decision
Rantings and Ravings
on this issue. Rather,
..,. ,
other branches of
governmentmore effiAs the presidential race en- ciently influence decisions on
ters the final 3 months of cam- this particularly tough issue
paigning, analysts and than the President of the
pollsters love to jump to their United States.
toes and make their "predicTo better illustrate this point,
tions." Although I regard such let us consider the power of law
predictions and polls as irre- making. Even taking into acsponsible and dangerously un- count the veto power afforded
reliable, I do recognize their to a president, the sheer dyuncanny ability to predict the namics of the checks and bal-

Micafa. Cogen

By pointing a finger at the president and his
office, congress is too easily passing blame,
and wiping its hands of the issue altogether.
issues that are most on the
general public's mind.
A particular issue, which I
find very alarming, has recently solidified in the consciousness of many voters.
This issue is abortion. To prevent all misinterpretation, let
me first state abortion is an extremely important social and
political issue that will rightfully always find its way into

•--••-

ances system is so fine-tuned
that, say a hundred congressmen have much more pull over
the president than he has over
them.
Although it is much more tedious to devote the time to a
hundred individual campaigns, if one considers the
staying power of those in Congress and the often-longer
terms, a hundred additional

roundabout alternatives to
supporters to a cause are much
more effective!
lawmaking. One might argue,
Therefore, the recent inabil- however, that I am forgetting
ity of Congress to attain a two- the President's ability to conthirds majority over President
duct law-making by appointClinton's veto concerning a ban
ing more
conservative
on partial-birth abortions is an
unmistakable failure to capture
enough senators and congressmen.
By pointing a finger at the
president and his office, congress is too easily passing
blame, and wiping its hands of
the issue altogether. This is a
move that should be considered a great insult to both sides
of the abortion debate!
In a way, the President's
hands are tied when it comes to
lawmaking. It is often the case
that it is much easier for Congress to coerce the president to
adopt legislation than it is for
the president to coerce Congress.
Supreme Court justices.
Such logic is not restricted
only to the issue of abortion but
I will simply respond that
also to a variety of issues. How- anyone who is of that belief
ever, what makes abortion such should probably do his or her
a special issue, unlike issues homework. An article that apsuch as education and taxes is peared in the New York Times
that there is no real common
this summer reported the curground on which to appeal. rent decision of the Texas SuEvery congressman believes in preme Court to allow
some sort of charitable educa- partial-birth abortions. These
tion and tax reductions. This is justices were appointed by
not the case, however, when de- Governor Bush himself.
bating such an extremely emoThis should not be surpristional issue in which opinion is ing considering Vice President
greatly scattered.
Gore's and Governor Bush's inIn addition, the abortion is- sistence that such people
should be elected based on
sue leaves very few practical

their overall judicious ability,
and not on their stand on a
single issue.
I would suggest that anyone
who feels their particular candidate would appoint a lifelong
justice of the
law based on a
single stand
should seriously reconsider
their
choice.
The danger
is clearly not
that the future
president will
put the issue of
abortion over
all other issues.
Those who fear
this most likely
buy into political paranoia.
Rather the very
real danger is
that the public will blindly
throw away votes on either candidate simply because of their
stand on an issue that is much
more effectively tackled by another branch of the United
States government
Therefore, I am of the belief
that it is only responsible for the
American public and members
of both sides of the issue to consider more efficient and effective ways of passing legislation.
Leave the presidential elections to tackle issues over
which a president has greater
influence.

Letter To the Editor

An Open Letter to the Student Body From SGA President Fugett
As I return for my senior
year, and my second term as
Student Government President, I am excited about many
things, but there are many
things that have concerned me
and continue to concern me
about our community.

make decisions at the higher
levels of the administration.
These decisions can often go
against the request and recommendation of students as well
as administrators not on the Senior Staff. Last spring, a committee was formed of students

/ have a problem with the faculty's lack of
interest..to consistently engage the student
body
For those of us who returned
here this fall, there are many
new things that will undoubtedly improve student life. The
new Summit Street Dorm, the
end of the four ticket policy, improvements in Campus Safety,
and new cultural houses are just
a few things that will make
Trinity a better place to live and
study this year.
For this, we thank President
Dobelle, and the leaders in our
administration such as Sharon
Herzberger, Amy Howard, and
the Board of Trustees.
1 truly believe that student
life will be drastically better
this year. In spite of these
changes, there are still issues
that concern me as a student
leader.
At Trinity College there continues to be abuse of "student
input." The offices of student
life and student services have
gone out of their way to get student input and for that 1 give
them credit. Once student input is received, President
Dobelle's Senior Staff often

and administrators to review
food service contracts. After
various site visits and presentations, the committee made the
recommendation that Trinity
College change food service
providers.
Weeks after this recommendation was made, the members
of the committee (students included) were contacted by Dr.
Herzberger to fill out a questionnaire and make additional
site visits during finals week. Dr.
Herzberger told me that the
committee did not gather the
information that she and Mike
West would need to make the
final decision.
I failed to understand how
four months of work by this
committee could so easily be
discounted as insufficient and
ultimately inconsequential.
Mike West made the decision to
keep Marriott as our food service provider.
I am not criticizing this decision, because it might prove to
be the best one. I am critical of
a process, which thoroughly

frustrated both students and
administrators.
After the decision was made
to keep Marriott, Mike West negotiated with Marriott to
change the meal plan with no
student input. The best excuse
1 could get for the lack of any
direct student input concerning
the possible changes was that
they did not have time.
The students are the most important group on this campus.
We are the customers that
Marriott is trying to please; yet
they did not have time to contact even the students on campus during the summer to
discuss the possible changes.
To Marriott's and Mike West's
credit, they did an admirable job
of responding to student frustrations during the first week of
school to make changes to the
meal plan that the student body
found suitable.
All of this could have, and
should have, been avoided. The
fact that the administration is
here to serve the students of this
college, but did not have time
for us on an issue that is critical
to student life, is alarming.
The faculty of Trinity College
is one of the best in the country.
1 have never doubted the quality of education that I have received inside the classroom.
Outside of the classroom, the
body that is the faculty has
failed the student body.
The Faculty remains critical
of students and our social habits. I am not saying that some of
these criticisms are not warranted, but I have a problem

with the faculty's lack of interest in attempting to consistently engage the student body
on these issues.
Last year the faculty attempted to ban fraternities
from our campus. Although the
Trustees never formally addressed the issue, the student
body was rightfully outraged at
this decision. Few, if any faculty
have ever attempted to go to one
of the fraternity houses or even
attempted to organize a discussion with members of our fraternities and sororities to
discuss the faculty's concerns in

months short of graduation.
Alcohol abuse on campus is an
unfortunate part of many colleges'social life.
Drugs such as cocaine, and
ecstasy are on our campus. Last
year, both of these substances
were all too available here. The
excuse of the lack of alcohol
was too often an immature reaction on the part of some of
mypeers.
:
After we returned to memorialize our schoolmate after
spring break, too many students reacted by saying" I don't
mix different drugs and alcohol

The student body would greatly benefit from
a faculty that is willing to engage the student
body on issues of student life.
attempt to find solutions.
We have a faculty that is
quick to criticize the student
body instead of engaging in
dialogue and problem solving.
The student body of Trinity
College has issues of its own.
During the weekend before
classes started, there was at
least one instance of a student
having to go to the hospital because of alcohol abuse.
Apparently there were at
least four instances of marijuana use recorded by RA's or
Campus Safety. My fear is that
this may only be the tip of the
iceberg.
Last year we had a
studentpass away because of
alcohol and drug abuse just two

like they did." One pill of ecstasy or one blow of cocaine can
end any one of our young lives.
We must think and weigh the
consequences: One night of an
incredible high, or our life. I
went to one funeral and one
two-memorial services for two
members of our student body
during last school year. I pray
that I will not have to go to another.
We are young but we are not
invincible. Have fun this year,
but consider the consequences
of your actions. Some things you
can not take back or change after they are done.
J. Russell Fugett "01
SGA President
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Administrative Apprehension Towards
Tutorial College Emerge Early InTerm
Is the prevailing apprehension port was filed.
simply a result of the inciThis R.A., as a tool of the addences, last year, under the stan- ministration, displayed a bladard rules of engagement?
tant lack of respect for us and an
When a bunch of drunken insidiously hostile prejudice for
Tutorial College-ites are run- our program.
ning around with underwear
Ultimately, we may find a lot
on their head at 4 AM, yelling, that is wrong with the Tutorial
"Down with Dobelle, Sid Vi- College, whether in theory or in
cious new Trin-president!" then practice , but this incident inis the time for the stigated by an agent of the adadministration's serious recon- ministration is chilling.
sideration of the program... or Preemptive fear, jealousy, or rimaybe not.
valry surely will sink the Tuto——
My fear as a partici- rial College far more effectively
pant in the Tutorial Col- than anything done or not done
Christian Sorace
lege is that it has barely by the students involved in it.
begun and I find it unThere may be times when it
Dimitri Speaks
fairly prejudged and un- appears we are crossing the line;
"~—-~" dgjunwarranted we have to handle it on our own.
suspicion that time tested rules The enforcement of rules just
face it, the real fear is not that of order and civility will be for the sake of uniformity has
the rulebook will read "it's party flouted. And therein rests the nothing to do with whether or
time," but that there will be no underlying cause for unease.
not an ethical decision is being
rulebook.
This attitude, unfortunately, adjudicated.
Fear of relinquishing control is reflected in a recent personal
I believe we of the Tutorial
is a natural reaction, but in incident. An R.A. who will re- College, as well as all of our
terms of the success of the pro- main nameless, in an attempt to other Trin brothers and sisters,
gram, such attitudescould stifle enforce an infraction of Trinity have the capacity to make wise
its growth and endager its very College rules went out of his and considered decisions in an
existence. The program needs way to manipulate an other- unstructured environment.
a greater level of support from
the administration and its minThere may be times when if appears we are
ions, and not by crossing its fincrossing
the line, but we have to handle it on
gers and mouthing hopeful
platitudes on the theory behind
our own.
the Tutorial College,
The administration will best wise harmless situation for the The only difference between us
support us by not assuming the sole purpose of, in his own is "that we now have an opporworst: a romper room full of words, "wanting to bust those tunity to do this. Mistrust and
drunken kids raising hell and tutorial kids." This RA. was in suspicion will ruin us all.
There are some people who,
giving a collective middle finger artothet buiktoigiwith Sophoto the system. The program mores drinking alcohol, when probably, would be a fly on the
must be allowed to take its he peered into my quad's bay wall of our community. People
who most likely do not undernatural course and either suc- window.
He madehis way into the Tu- stand the danger such surveilceed or fail because it is inhertorial College building. When lance will have on a program of
ently right or flawed.
I sincerely believe that the he knocked on our door, we in- this nature.
An authoritarian omnipresTrinity College administration formed him before his entrance
wants to see the Tutorial College that there was alcohol in the ence, whether visibly in your
work, but the program, itself, room, owned by our two 21 face, or existing only through
silent intimidation, inherently
needs to be judged on its merits year-old guests.
and results, and not on what
The R.A. then said that it was defeats the Tutorial College.
anyone assumes could be its not a problem, he was only in- What value is freedom in a
worst outcome.
terested in checking out what community constrained by a
The benefits from dealing the rooms looked like. He en- prior official expectation.
with our own mistakes in an tered, hung out for a bit, then
"Having a talent is not
unfettered way are to the Tuto- left. The next day, a note was enough: one also requires your
rial College and the Trinity tacked on our door officially in- permission for it - right my
community at large, enormous. forming us that an incident re- friends?" Frederick Nietze
The Tutorial College is a
community of highly motivated students and faculty devoted
to
encouraging
self-reliance and nurturing creative thinking in an environment that does not separate
real life from academic pursuit.
Some members of Trinity's
administration are openly apprehensive about having a
groupof self-governing sophomores in amongst them. Let's

eiigious Foreground
In Campaign 2000
taken up concrete policy proposals to permit grea ter latitude
Dir. Greenburg
for religion into the country's afCenter for the
fairs. And that goes for both
Study of Religion
major presidential candidates.
and Public Life
Vice President Gore and Goy.
Bush have each enthusiastically
In 1960, Jack Kennedy as- embraced "charitable choice"—
sured Americans that he the provision of the 1996 welwould not let his faith get in fare reform act that encourages
the way of his running the states to use "faith-based" orgacountry. In 2000, Joe nizations to help welfare recipiLieberman gives assurances ents find jobs.
that he is a very religious guy
There is little question that,
who believes that faith ought whoever becomes president,
to play a bigger role in Ameri- "faith-based" approaches to socan public life. It's a measure cial service provision are going
of where we have come as a to become a major domestic inisociety.
tiative in the next administraKennedy was a Roman tion. But how precisely they will
Catholic, who understood work—and how they will be suthat if he was going to be pervised—is far from being deelected president, he needed termined. Constitutional law as
to quiet ancient American it relates both to the guarantee
Protestant fears that a Roman of religious free exercise and the
Catholic president would ban on religious establishments
"take orders" from the pope.
is highly unsettled, with future
Lieberman is an Orthodox decisions very likely to turn on
Jew who understands that re- the next appointment or two to
ligious bigotry in general and the Supreme Court.
anti-Semitism in particular
Nowhere is the result more
have ceased to be significant likely to be felt than in expected
factors in American politics.
decisions on the public school
\tis, to-be sute, a technically
open question whether sprung up across the country
Lieberman'sjewishness will These programs permit public
do Al Gore more harm than funding of private religious
good come November 7. But schools in ways that signifithus far the Vice President's cantly alter the way we have
selection of Connecticut's jun- come to understand the separaior senator as his running tion of church and state.
mate gives every sign of havOn the foreign policy front, in
ing kicked his stalled candi- 1998 Congress passed, and
dacy into gear. That President Clinton signed, the InLieberman has set about en- ternational Religious Freedom
thusiastically testifying to his Act, which requires the presipersonal faith is the result, dent to take action against
more than anything else, of countries that violate the relithe return of the evangelical gious liberty of their citizens. So
voice to American public dis- far no significant actions have
course.
been taken, but the future could
Since Jimmy Carter hold something different.
shocked the journalistic comExcept for backing off his
munity by identifying him- modest support for vouchers,
self as "born again," Lieberman has shrugged off
evangelical Protestants have suggestions that his calls for
grown increasingly ready to more religion in public life
stand up and bear witness to might actually affect the way
their faith in mixed company. public business is transacted in
From pro football to prime the country.
time television, from pop muPerhaps the less said the betsic to politics itself, the proc- ter about his remark that his
lamation of personal faith is own personal commitment to
back with a vengeance.) the Fifth Commandment
Under these circumstances, ("Honor thy father and thy
it is a bit odd that mother") lies behind his supConnecticut's junior senator port for a Medicare prescription
took it upon himself to deliver drug benefit.
shopworn rhetoric from the
In a word, Lieberman's mothreligious right about the need erhood-and-apple-pie apfor more religion in public proach to more religion in
life—including the patently public life has gotten a lot of
untrue proposition that the media attention, won the praise
First Amendment guarantees of conservatives, and ruffled
freedom of religion, not free- some liberal dovecotes. (Shades
dom from religion. (It guaran- of Sister Souljah.) Polls show
tees both.)
that the public approves.
As someone who spends a
In 1984, Walter Mondale
good deal of time measuring skewered the presidential aspiit, I'd say the country is cur- rations of Gary Hart by asking,
rently awash in a sea of reli- "Where's the beef?" That there is
gion in public life. Indeed, no apparent beef in Lieberman's
most of those interested in in- religious enthusiasms shouldn't
creasing the quotient of reli- permit him to evade the real
gion in public life have, in the policy questions that surround
past few years, moved beyond religion in public life this elecrhetorical summonses and tion season.
BY M A R K SILK
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Offense, Defense, and Learning from their Elders
W., Gore, and What the 1992 Debates Say for Sticking to the Agenda
President Bill Clinton's address on the
first night of the Democratic National
Convention in Los Angeles in the beginning of August was one of his best.
"When you think of me," he said, grinning, as he gave a thumbs up to the convention hall, "remember to keep puttin'
people first."
With his propensity forforgettingthe

J. Ashe Reardon
Insights and Affairs
bad—scandal, scandal, etc.— and exaggerating the good—economics, economics, etc.—, he took a convention hall
filled with thousands of loyal delegates
and big money donors on a nostalgic
and self-congratulatory trip across the
bridge to the 21st century, to the very
place whe re, in 1996, the Man from Hope
had promised to lead them.
Yet behind the crocodile tears and I
feel your pain blabbering—all brilliantly executed by a man who, as one
London Times columnist put it, seems
to have actually thrived from the scandals that have followed him like Peter
Pan's shadow during his sketchy tenure—was a feeling of uncertainty, unease.
The uncertainty befell to his vice-accomplice, Vice President Al Gore, who
had spent the entire election cycle be-

hind in the polls, criticized as being too
wooden, too intellectual, too much in the
shadow of his boss. Could anyone not be
in the shadow of Bill Clinton?
When in 1992 the darker haired, more
youthful looking Governor Clinton
snatched the Oval Office from George
Bush, he did so by adopting traditionally
Republican views on issues like fiscal
responsibility and trade. Dropping the
image of big government Democrats offering handouts, he moved to a much
leaner, center ground where fiscal conservatism met trade liberalization.
Last week I watched a replay of the
third presidential debate of the 1992 election at Michigan State University, where
the Arkansas governor faced off against
then-president George Bush and Texas
billionaire H. Ross Perot.
"It's irrelevant," said Perot of Mr.
Clinton's successes in balancing the Arkansas state-budget, raising jobs and
lowering unemployment. He compared
Mr. Clinton's ambitions to the Oval Office to a corner grocer aspiring to the
chairmanship of Wai- Mart.
It was rather amusing. Yet beyond the
humor, one thing stuck out. Bill Clinton
never erred from his agenda, never went
on the defensive.
Bush criticized Clinton's pattern of
"saying one thing to please one group,
and then trying to please another group."
Could Americans "trust" Clinton? Bush
seemed not to think so. "If I make a mis-

take," said Bush, in response to his "read John McCain in the primaries: mainly
my lips" proposal of 1988, "1 admit his inability to articulate his comparait...And I said 1 made a mistake," continu- tively vague proposals. What's more, his
ing with a snide stab at Clinton, "that's effort to run the agenda on debates has
turned sour and depicted him as a man
different than some."
"Mr. and Mrs. America," said Bush af- unable to counter, directly, Gore's camter Clinton stated he would not raise paign.
taxes on the middle class in efforts to
The 2000 race is playing out in some
stimulate the economy and balance the ways like the 1992 Clinton v. Bush race.
budget, "when you hear him saying we're In that race Clinton set a tone, proposed
only going to tax the rich, watch your a plan, and stuck to it. He never steered
wallet."
from that path. Bush would criticize his
In hindsight, of course, Bush's fears draft-dodging dishonesty. Clinton rewere deeply misguided. But as we enter acted by piling on the policy and buildthe final leg of the 2000 election cycle, ing up a shield that deflected every
reflecting on the past gives us insight attempt to discredit him.
into this year's election. It is no secret that
By embracing a defensive tone, George
Al Gore's recent surge in the polls has W. Bush has only made himself more
been a surprise.
vulnerable to negative media coverage.
Gore's was more than a post-conven- Indeed.last week, just as he was attempttion "bounce." More than simply consoli- ing to unveil his Medicare plan, he faced
dating his party's base, Gore has made criticism of his own criticism of Gore.
strides making competitive important
Whispers that members of his own
states like Florida, Pennsylvania, Michi- party—folks likesuperconservative Bill
gan, and Wisconsin—those bellwethers Bennett— were questioning the Bush
likely to tip the scale of electoral votes campaign's tactics, more specifically ads
ensuring a Bush or Gore victory.
released in recent weeks that mix
True, Gore's policy-heaving-politick- criticsm of the legitimate issues surrounding Gore's fundraising impropriing of late has caught the attention of
those interested. Gore's lead is not of his eties at a Buddhist temple, and his claim
own making entirely. Rather, it has been to have been one of the founders of the
the Bush camp's dizzying response to Internet.
Gore's successes, which have thrown the
Unfortunately for Bush "cutesy" isn't
"Texan" off his cowboy boots, exposing cutting it. Gore is driving the agenda,
him to the kind of coverage that caused and building the momentum. Any ofhim so much trouble against Senator fense is better than defense.

Letter To the Editor
Startling Student Statistics Prompt Some to Suggests
mcm an& mmnm Solutions to improve Trinity
To the editor:
When Ed Koch was Mayor of New
York he had a famous habit of constantly asking the people around him,
"How am 1 doing?'
Koch was a bit of a jerk, but his habit
has its uses.
As we Trinity folk ease into our 178th
academic year, on the eve of a new millennium, it's an apt time for a reality
check. We too should be asking ourselves, "How are we doing?"
According to U.S. News and World
Report the answer is, Not so good. In its
latest ranking of top liberal arts colleges,
which came out a few days ago, Trinity
tied for 23rd, down a place from last
year's #22 spot. This is pretty meaningless, though it is interesting how much
attention Trinity pays to the US, News
rankings—when our rating goes up.
More worrisome answers to the "How
are we doing" question come from
Trinity's own Office of Institutional Research and Planning. 'A just-published'
IPR report titled "Quality of Life Survey
2000," based on data collected last
spring, contains these astonishing findings:
—Students who responded to the IPR
survey reported averaging 18 hours per
week "socializing and partying" as
against an average of 15 hours studying.
John Belushi, if you ever come back, you
know where to enroll.
-25% of students reported feeling a
strong "sense of community" at the College, as against 40% who felt little sense
of community or none. (Another IPR
study last year found that far fewer Trinity students feel a "great" or "very great"
sense of community here compared to
students at comparable colleges.)
-No more than 18% of the survey respondents felt "very satisifed" with their
"overall experience at Trinity," their
"academic life at Trinity," the "overall

quality of courses," or their "social life at lowing:
Trinity." Pardon me, but aren't these
numbers seem kindof low, at a college
1. Reaffirm the Colleges mission of inwith a long history, a mega-endowment, tensive student-centered undergraduate
and fees of $34,000 a year?. Fewer than education. Get everyone on that page.
one in five feel "very satisfied" with key Every decision, every initiative at Trinaspects of their experience here? Why ity College should be measured against
not a majority? Shouldn't we at least be the question. "What does this have to do
shooting for one in four?
with undergraduate liberal learning?"
—64% agreed with the statement that
they were "proud to be a Trinity student."
2. Listen to Trinity's best students. For
The remaining 36% either disagreed or years they've been complaining about
were neutral. If you think those num- feeling isolated amid the party types, and
bers aren't pretty, get a load of this:
more and more of them are choosing to
—43% of the Trinity respondents agreed transfer. Listen to them.
with the statement that they wished they
had attended another college, against
3. Reduce the faculty teaching load
only 37% who disagreed—meaning they from five to four courses per year. The
did NOT wish they'd gone somewhere purpose would be to increase research
else. (19% were neutral on this question.) productivity by faculty but also, more
But maybe the biggest shocker is this:
important, to get from faculty more in—Only 15% of Trinity respondents tensive, creative, and effective work with
agreed that "students have clear sense Trinity students.
why they are here," while 51% disagreed.
4. Reduce the number of credits reThere is some good news in the IPR
report, too. High percentages of Trinity quired for graduation from 36 to32 or 30.
students say they've made progress in ac- The purpose would be to enable and enquiring important abilities and skills, courage students to take all their courses
and, lots of them are at least "satisfied" with due seriousness. The 36 requirement (the highest anywhere) breeds a
with their academic and social lives.
Stil 1, "Quality of Life Survey 2000" pic- culture of cynicism and gut-seeking.
tures a dispirited student body that isn't
very excited about liberal arts learning,
5. Stamp out grade inflation. Freely
isn't very engaged with academic work, bestow Cs, Ds, and Fs on students who
parties a lot, and feels little sense of com- earn them. Nothing is more demoralizmunity. How are we doing? On the evi- ing to good students and good teachers,
dence of Trinity's own research I'd say at any level of education, than low stan"crummy" is about right.
dards. Freebies (free B's) favor party aniSo what to do about it? There are two mals at the expense of everyone else.
basic approaches to improving the experience of students at Trinity: back-to-ba6. Concentrate the College's financial
sics and go-for-glitz. Trinity has chosen resources on core instructional activities,
the tatter, but in this fresh new semester Last year the faculty Financial Affairs
let's be positive-minded and imagine Committee documented an astonishing
what the basic-to-basics approach spending shift from education to adminwould look like. It would mean going all- istration since the mid-1990s. Back to
out to improve conditions for teaching basics would mean shifting back. It
and learning at Trinity, by doing the fol- would mean more faculty, a better fac-

ulty-student ratio, and smaller classes. It
also means fewer par ties, fewer trips, and
fewer administrators,
7. Appoint academic leaders who are
committed to improving the experience
of students. Stop running the Dean of
the Faculty's office like a candystore for
favored faculty. The Dean should be an
advocate for faculty interests, but he/she
must also be an advocate for students'
educational interests. He/she should
lead the College's commitment to constant evaluation and improvement of
students' educational experience at Trinity College.
8. Generously support faculty research as a means to the end of superior
instruction, and only to that end. That's
the proper rationale for faculty research
at a college: It feeds good teaching, and
through good teaching it feeds the education of students.
9. Double the sabbatical leave entitlement for faculty (all regular faculty
should get a full year sabbatical every
seven years) while limiting the total
amount of time any faculty member can
spend away from the college. Such a
policy would distribute leave time more
fairly faculty while increasing the total
amount of time regular faculty spend
teaching at the college. (Currently
things are so out of whack that faculty
stars go on leave four times as much as
their drudgy colleagues. It is not unusual
for selected individuals, mostly in the
humanities, to spend 30% or 40% of their
time on leave.)
Does this program sound Utopian?
Not if the answer to "How are we doing?"
is, lousy. There's a whole new millennium out there. Whynotjustdoit?
Sincerely,
Professor Eugene E. Leach
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Trinity Remembers Student New Dorms, Lounges
Open To Students
Lost in Summer Car Accident New
Admissions Building On Schedule
BY MAGGIE KAGAN

News Writer

Peter Toebe, class of 2002,
passed away July 14, victim to a
car accident.
As a resident of Malvern,
Pennsylvania, he attended the
Haverford School in Haverford,
PA. Matriculating in the fall of
1998, Peter was best known as a
member of the Accidentals here
at Trinity, His funeral took place
in Paoli, Pennsylvania on July
18, where David Bovinogave the
eulogy. Dean Mary Thomas,
along with classmatesJulia Hill,
David Bovino, andjamie Devine
have planned a memorial service to be held in the chapel on
Tuesday, October 3 at 4:30pm.
The following are excerpts from
the eulogy read at Peter's funeral
on July 18 by David Bovino.
"Pete was the best and most
loyal friend that I had. I loved
Pete for so many different reasons. He was smart, funny,
witty, friendly, generous, competitive, compassionate, forgiving, and talented in so many
different ways his untimely
death is so devastating.
There are so many of us here
that loved Pete, I loved Pete. Pete
and I had only known each
other for two years. However, we
clicked at the first moment. I
can recall him approaching me
at a.party. He/said,'Aren't you
the guy: everyone calls 'handsome Dave?'
I replied, That's right, and
you're the guy who is always
dancing around, snapping your
fingers, and singing songs.'

Knight fired as
coach of
Indiana
University
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) Bob Knight is out at Indiana,
ending three tumultuous decades at a school where he was
one of basketball's best coaches
but also one of its most volatile.
Already in trouble for a history of misconduct, Knight's
temper finally did him in when
he grabbed a student by the arm
last'week to lecture him about
manners. The coach had been
under a "zero-tolerance" school
policy that included no "inappropriate" physical contact
with students.
Knight held a news conference Friday to explain his side
of the story, the day after his
confrontation with the student,
19-year-old freshman Kent
Harvey. The coach said he didn't
curse at Harvey, stepson of a
Knight critic and former local
talk radio show host, but did
briefly hold his arm and lecture
him. The teenager had said,
"Hey, what's up, Knight?" as they
crossed paths at Assembly Hall,
a greeting the coach deemed
disrespectful.
Knight's behavior, which has
included verbal and physical
abuse of players, has been a
problem since he took over the
Hoosiers in 1971. The 59-yearold coach, a member of the Hall
of Fame, has one of the game's
most notorious tempers —
throwing chairs across the

was no place to talk and socialize with people. The campus is
News Writer
really separated, making socializing difficult." This year is
Residents of Funston are no completely different. In every
longer waking up at 7:00 in the dorm there is a place to go, and
morning to the ugly sounds of students seem to really be enjoyconstruction crews beginning ing it.
their daily chores. The Life SciThe most notable construcences quad is finally restored, tion of the summer was the
and everyone has easy access to building of Summit Suites, loa lounge. A lot of constr,U£Hon cated at the southwest corner of
took place all over campus this campus. Housing a total of 171
summer, greatly improving the students, the three buildings
quality of residential life at were completed late this sumTrinity.
mer, just in time for students to
Some small changes that oc- move in for this academic year.
curred include a refurbishing of All of the hard work has paid
the cooking units in Clemens, off, though. According to Trude
Stowe, and Wiggins, including Goodman '03, a resident of
new furniture and appliances. Summit Suites East, also know
Residents of these dorms last as the Summit Tower, the new
year expressed their dissatisfac- dorms are "beautiful. I just hope
tion with the facilities in their people will respect its newness."
Residential Life surveys, and the There have been a few minor
problem was promptly ad- problems in the dorms, such as
dressed. New mattresses were drainage problems in the hall
installed campus-wide. High bathrooms. However, with any
Rise, Boardwalk and Park Place new building one must expect
all received new carpeting. a few minor bumps in the road.
And, due to overwhelming de- The problems have been admand, funding has been dressed and are currently in the
granted to buy furniture for process of being corrected.
common rooms in High Rise,
The main site of construction
Jackson, Wheaton, Smith, now is the new Admissions and
Funston, and Elton.
Career Services building on the
Also over the summer the chapel quad. The proposed
Office of Residential Life under- completion date is spring, 2001.
took the huge task of reinstating Upcoming projects include liand renovating lounges in all brary renovation, due to begin
dorms. Four companies bid for in the summer <?f_20Ql
the job, yet only one received the
dutiful mission. In the course ol summer of 2001 there is also a
approximately eight weeks, project planned to outfit all
COURTESY OF THE ACCIDENTIALS
twenty-six lounges and three dorms with a sprinkler system.
Peter Toebe (sitting) with fellow
As we look to the future of our
community rooms were redone
Accidentals member Brendan Way '00
across campus. The rooms in- campus, we must stop and
clude new carpeting, soft furni- think for a moment about all of
ture, tables, and a television. the time and hard effort that
court, stuffing a fan in a garbage from an off-campus meeting.
They are an ideal place for floor constantly goes into it. "A lot of
can, scuffling with Puerto Rico
While in the office, Malone, mates to become acquainted or people worked very hard this
police and kicking his own son who worked in the Medical for RAs to meet with their resi- summer," says Amy Howard,
on the bench.
Center's hematology lab for a dents. Christine Santacroce '03, Director of Campus Life. We
Last spring, he was accused of brief period in 1995, reportedly a resident of the common- must thank them by appreciatchoking one of his players dur- told three employees whom he roomless Little last year, which ing their work; admiring the
ing practice in 1997, an act was holding as hostages, "I'm had no common room at all beauty of the campus and
caught on videotape. Following going to blow my brains out."
frowns, "It was awful. There promising to take care of it."
a school investigation into that
Duke University Police Deaccusation and others, Indiana partment officers were immediThat was the beginning of
our first conversation and we
always loved to laugh about
those first words exchanged.
For the rest of our freshman
year in college, Pete and I were
inseparable. We enjoyed eating
together, watching TV together,
playing chess together, and
most of all; we loved talking
about life.
Pete was a philosopher. Together we pondered the mysteries of the Universe and
desperately tried to discover
what the meaning of our exist-

ence might be Pete Toebe will
never be forgotten. He will live
on in the minds of his friends
and family. Many people will
remember Pete for many of his
unique attributes. Some will
remember Pete as a great musician. Some will remember him
as a great singer. Some will remember him as a skilled artist.
Pete was a work of art himself.
Pete was Beautiful!"
Trinity wishes to send Peter's
mother, Annette Lund Toebe,
stepfather, brother, and sister its
condolences for their loss.

By KRISTIN POWELL

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
warned Knight in May that he
was under a zero-tolerance
policy. The university also suspended him for three games and
fined him $30,000.

Deranged
gunman
enters Duke
president's
office
DURHAM, N.C. (U-WIRE) With physical force and pepper
spray, Duke Campus Police officers subdued an armed man
who walked into President Nan
Keohane's office and threatened
to shoot himself Wednesday afternoon at 1:39 p.m.
Forty-six-year-old David
Patrick Malone entered
Keohane's outer office, pulled a
loaded .32-caliber revolver from
his bag and demanded to speak
with the president, said Al
Rossiter, Director of Duke News
Service. Keohane was not in her
office, but was on her way back

ately summoned to the scene,
and after two of them arrived
shortly after, they demanded
that Malone lower his weapon,
said DUPD's Maj. Robert Dean.
Malone refused, reportedly telling police, "You might as well
shoot me. I'm not going to drop
the gun."
Officers then sprayed Malone
in the face with pepper spray
and tackled him to the ground.
No gunshots were fired and no
victims were injured.
Malone, who lives in a local
homeless shelter, will be
charged with three counts of
assault by pointing a gun, three
counts of second degree kidnapping, one count of having a
weapon on campus and trespassing, Dean said.
The last on-campus hostage
situation occurred in October
1993, when an escaped convict
held four employees hostage for
four hours in the Medical Center. Police shot him in the head,
and he later died in a Hospital
operating room.

HANNAH CANT

The new Summit East dormitory, home of the Tutorial
College. The dorm houses 60 sophomores, as well as faculty
offices and classrooms. It is air conditioned.
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Students React Confusion, Bickering, Taint
To Meal Plans Food Services Contract
As someone who has spent
more than five minutes at
Trinity in the past week probably knows, there is a buzz on
campus concerning the recent
meal plan changes. The days of
buying 5 Snapples or a late
night snack in place of a
missed meal are now over, and
many students are clamoring
for other meal plan options.
Student opposition to the
changes has been so extreme,
Marriott and the administration have been pressured to
compromise with the students' demands
"I was really disappointed to
find that when I came back to
school this year they had taken
away the transfer option
which, in my mind, was the
best feature of the meal plan,"
complained Kate Clark, '02. "It
really upsets me that they
didn't check with the students
before making this change
that effects all of us."
"The transfer plan just
worked better with people's
schedules," explains Jennifer
Blumenthal, '02. "I have night
classes, and with this new
plan, if I miss dinner, I can't
make it up at the Cave or Bistro later. Even on the 7 meals
and $450 flex plan, you still

meal plan that doesn't meet
their needs, have decided to
drop it altogether. "I don't particularly want to go off the
meal plan," Kate Clark explains, "but they aren't giving
me much of a choice."
"It just doesn't seem fair,"
complains Melissa Steeley, '02.
"They know that unless we
want to cook for ourselves all
the time, we have to stay on the
meal plan. It's not like there are
so many other places we can
eat within reasonable distance
from campus."
"I realize that Marriott is
running a business," says one
understanding senior. "But its
not fair that the whole student
body is getting ripped off. I was
going to get the 7 plus 450 plan
until I found out that I'd be paying $12 for each meal at
Mather."
Npw that transfer dollars
have been restored, most students are pleased, although
some are unhappy with the restrictions placed on their use.
"Its not fair that we can't use a
meal to buy snapples or water,"
says one junior. But on the
other hand, students realize
that their voices have been
heard. "At least it shows that
the administration is paying
attention to what we want,"Jen
Blumenthal remarked.
And, since the new changes
were announced on Friday,

Mather. If that doesn't work
with your schedule, your
money just goes to waste."
Some students, unwilling to
pay upwards of $1,700 for a

considering dropping the meal
plan seem to be going back on
it. As Jennifer Clark, '02 put it,
"It's better than having to make
the food myself."

BY TAIIA KROHN

News Writer

continued from page one
gave us."
The administration added
that, "the incorrect information
helped stir debate and thus contributed to the dialogue about
whether or not the changes
Marriott introduced were the
best ones for all parties concerned. So while we still regret
that incorrect information was
distributed and confused the
matter somewhat, the seriousness of the overall debate was
not at all unwelcome — either
by Marriott or the administration."
The process began last spring
WWW.TR1NCOL1.EDU
when Howard's committee in- Michael West
vestigated seven companies on
a wide range of issues, includ- ministration members, and
ing food, catering, reputation of consulted with the Rochelle
company and relationships Group.
with employees (especially LoIn June, West went against
cal 217). Committee members the majority of the committee
visited other campuses to wit- and selected Marriott as the
ness their operations in person vendor on a one-year contract.
as well.
"What Michael West did was
In addition, Trinity employed to discredit the four-month
an independent consultant, work of the whole committee,"
Hank Steinberg, of the Rochelle stated Fugett.'They wasted a lot
Group, to assist in the search. of people's time."
In June, West picked
The Rochelle Group met with
the committee as well as doing Sodexho/Marriott to remain on
independent research, and pro- a one-year contract, and the nevided a report to West separate gotiation process began. By then
from the committee's findings. however, it was apparent to
West declined to name which committee members that the
vendor the Rochelle Group rec- issue of the meal plan had not
been sufficiently addressed.
ommended.
According to Jeff Coleman
The committee formally recommended to West that Trinity '01, SGA representative to the
.committee, the .committee
Services as the food services never focused on the meal plan
vendor. West, formally charged issue during its deliberations. A
with making the final decision,
revisited the committee's work,
interviewing student and ad-

i

make any recommendations on
the meal plan, assuming that
issue could be dealt with after
the vendor was selected by
West.. "We were under the assumption that this was the proposal, but if we really wanted to
alter things, it could be worked
out," stated Howard. "This is a
process that got away from itself."
The Marriott proposal never
included a transfer option, but
focused instead on improving
the decor and food presentation
in Mather. According to Small,
the seating area will be renovated later in the fall, which
will create a friendlier atmosphere, while eliminating
roughly 200 seats. As a result,
Marriott will not allow nonplan students to pay cash to eat
in Mather, because of limited
space and the fact that meal
plan students are subsidizing
the remodeling.
As for committee input in the
meal plan negotiations, there
was little additional input once
Marriott was selected, Howard
blamed this on the committee's
preference for Lackmann, noting that, "the sentiment of the
committee was that Marriott
had plenty of opportunity to
make the changes that needed
to be made here in the past, and
had not done so on their own
initiative."
The end result was the meal
plan that nearly 850 students
protested in a SGA petition
Small stated that, "I wasn't
surprised [in the reaction] be-
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RA's Are Encouraged To
Check Fellow Students' Age
student RA's confronting fellow
continued from page one
just to write it down, not pro- students and demanding ID's
for age identification purposes.
vide judgement."
The RA's privilege of asking "I would be very angry to find
for identification is a concern out that RA's are doing that.
among the students. The Resi- They are not intended to be a
dential Life Staff Manual ad- police force."
Nonetheless this confrontadresses the issue of ID's. Under
the section titled "Confronta- tional scenario was rehearsed
tion Skills," the manual recom- during the training season this
mends: "2. Ask for ID - this let's fall. It has also been put into
you know whether the person practice since the commenceyou're dealing with is a Trinity ment of the school year.
There are no specific written
student or not.... If necessary, ID
cards can be used as tools; if changes to policies from Resithey refuse to cooperate, you can dential Life. The changes are a
tell them that they can collect jySjrbal influence; the job detheir ID's from Residential Life scription is the same this year as
on the next working day."(44) it was last year. What has
This does not imply that an RA changed is the Trinity

"I would be very angry to find out that RA's
are doing that They are not intended to be
a police force." - President Dobelk
can ask for identification as a
means of verifying legal drinking age.
Howard, when asked about
ID policy, responded, "Asking
for ID'S is purely a means for
uncomplicating the scenario. If
you walk into a room with 20
students, it helps determine
who you should be talking to
and who you can ask to leave.".
President Dobelle expressed
his concern about the idea of

administration's, response to
underage drinking.
It is true that the RA position
has evolved, specifically over
the last three years. What once
was a job that paid $2000 per
year is now a position that includes room and board and a
$2000 stipend. With this increase of benefits has also come
an increase in responsibility;
the training is more extensive,
and the RA's are believed to be

better equipped to handle situations as they arise.
For example RA's are authorized to enter student rooms.
The 2000-2001 Trinity College
Student Handbook states, "Authorized staff members who
may enter a student's room include: Department of Buildings
and Grounds, maintenance and
custodial personnel, Residential
Life administrative staff members, deans, and RA's." (103)
This ability allows them to
monitor environments which
might be deemed unsafe, as well
as to address problem situations.
Howard commented that
"my feelings about going into a
room are very conservative.
Unless there is a real reason, neither RA's nor Campus Safety
will be entering a room, and an
RA will knock and ask permission to enter if they have been
appraised of a potentially dangerous situation. Our major
concern is for the safety of the
students."
While it isn't the official
party line, the fact remains that
many RA's are beginning this
feeling pressure to perform their
jobs over and above expectations. Some even suggested that
they would feel personally and
financially liable if a damaging
incident occurred while they
were on duty.

Jon Small, General Manager of
Sodexho/Marriott services at Trinity
split existed on the committee
between members interested in
student meal services and those
more interested in catering. According to Coleman, those focusing on catering preferred
Marriott because they were familiar with it.
On the student services side,
the main concern of the committee was in improving the
food service: both the food itself
and some problems with the
previous meal plan, namely the
"miss-a-meal" factor and a dislike of having to use transfers
for items that did not approach
the then $5,25 amount.
Meanwhile, Marriott was discovering the same problem.
"People liked using the Cave or
the Bistro, but they didn't like
being limited to a certain dollar
amount," noted Jon Small, General Manager of Sodexho/
Marriott Services at Trinity.
But the committee did not

ANNIE TROWBR1DCE

cause I thought students liked
last year's meal plan. They
didn't come out vocally during
this process, but I felt it was a
meal plan... designed at Trinity
for Trinity."
The final word from the administration, while upbeat,
does leave the door open for further negotiation, especially considering that Marriott is on a
one-year contract.
"We are very pleased that the
students' concerns over meal
plan offerings, including transfer, appear now to have been
met. The value offered to students this year is superior to
what they received last year —
with more offerings, longer
hours, improved facilities,etc. In
the days, weeks and months
ahead, we will continue to seek
dialogue and be open to ways to
further improve services as
might be deemed desirable, feasible and appropriate."
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Students Participate In 2nd Annual "Do-It Day"
BY SARA GETMAN

News Writer

This past Saturday one hundred and seventy members of
the Trinity community gathered to participate in Trinity's
Second Annual Do-lt Day. DoIt Day, an annual community
service event at Trinity.spectalizes in students visiting various
sites in Hartford to assist community organizations.
One of the main goals of the
day is to get as many members
of the Trinity community, especially freshman, enthusiastic
about community service early
on in the semester. "We want to
expose students to community
organizations in Hartford and
have students see the needs the
community has," explained

Meredith Tuttle '02 and also
Nick Burchfield '02. Assisting
them Director of Community
Service Val Ramos and Associate Director of Community Service Joe Barber. Letters these
volunteers wrote to community
organizations throughout Hartford explaining the day and asking if they needed assistance for
group projects. Students made
follow up phone calls and visited these groups to confirm volunteer plans and to identify
projects that students could
help with. Trinity students received letter at home in August,
encouraging them to participate in the day. Publicity soared
around campus once school resumed. According toJoe Barber,
the careful planning and support led this years Do-It Day to
be even greater success than in

AIDS project Hartford, Citizen's
Research Education Network
(CREN), the Hartford Gay and
Lesbian Health Collective, and
the Knox Parks Foundation.
Kerry Hartz '01 who participated in the day commented, "It
was a great way to kick off the
year in terms of Trinity's outreach and involvement in the
community. It was also a great
way for students from all different academic years at Trinity to
mingle and build a bridge between us, as we also made at
least a small impact on the community that surrounds us."

Jonathan Prosnit '01 co-chair of
the Community Outreach
Leadership Team said, "Do-It
Day is a great way to get a lot of
people on campus involved
with Hartford and community
service."
Greg Vickers, Senior Research
Analyst for CREN expressed a
viewpoint from the community, stating, "At CREN, we are
working towards the creation of
a database, resource directory
for the Frog Hollow Area. We
had students on the street in
Frog Hollow gathering data and
also students back in our office

who input data and helped create reports. It was really helpful to us as an organization to
have students work with us on
this project for the day."
Following four hard, but well
worth it hours of volunteering
a small gathering was held for
all who participated. Twentyone area restaurants donated
food and goods for the volunteers. Generally everyone
shared a positive spirit about
the event. "Despite the rain the
day was successful," said
Meredith Tuttle '02, "It will be
even better next year."

Activities Fair

"Do-It Day is a great way to get a lot of
people on campus involved with Hartford and
community service." - Jon Prosnit '01
Meredith Tuttle, student coordinator. Joe Barber, Assistant Director of Community Service
explained the day, smiling,"The
whole idea is to set a tone on
campus that Trinity embraces
the community that surrounds
us, sees it as important and is
involved in it."
A great deal of planning and
organization surround a successful Do-It-Day. Over the
summer ihe event was organized by a number of students
including student coordinator

v

previous years.
Members of PRAXIS, Trinity's
residentially based community
service program, oversaw each
group for particularities. Some
groups walked to their sites,
some took the bus and others
carpooled. In the end, Trinity
students worked at twenty-two
sites throughout Hartford, engaging in all kinds of activities
from painting to cleaning basements to gathering information
about organizations in the community. Some sites included

Trinity students sign up for clubs and organizations at

HANNAH GANT

PRESIDENT EVAN DGBELLE

INVITES YOU TO JOIN HIM AND OVER 1,900 OTHER
TRINITY STUDENTS; TO CELEBRATE THE BEGINNING
OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR.
When: Tuesday, September 12
Where: Oosting Gymnasium
Time: 8:00 p.m.
The evening will begin with dessert and
end with a performance by renowned folk
singer Arlo Guthrie. In between.
President Dobelle will welcome you and
your colleagues and talk with you about
several important issues for the coming
year.
ARLO GUTHRIE
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Cornel West Draws Large
continued from page one
Dean of Multicultural Affairs
Karla Spurlock-Evans expressed delight at having Cornel West as the first lecturer of
the year. "He is philosophically
challenging, oratorically gifted,
but more than that, he is embracing of different points of
view," remarked SpurlockEvans. She also noted that West
puts forth intellectual arguments that result in dialogues,
which bring people together
rather than tear them apart.
Tom Mariadason '02 also felt
that having West was "a good
way to set the tone for the year,"
as the multicultural affairs
awareness at Trinity continues
to grow. Aroop Sanakkayala '01
echoed these sentiments, stating, "I think it's amazing to have
him here. He's one of the
nation's preeminent scholars;
it's just a shame that not everyone knows who he is."
If students had expressed any
unfamiliarity with West at the
beginning of the evening, they
emerged with a clear insight
into his views by the end. Introduced by Miller Brown as
someone who engages people
with "provocative analysis,
compassion, and understanding," Dr. West began his speech
stating, "I hope I say something
hfjyWfetties you." He ac:owledged Socrates' vision
that "the unexamined life is not
worth
that, as Malcolm X duly noted,

"the examined life is painful."
West filled his lecture with a
number of colorful references to
various philosophers, political
figures, and musicians. Interspersed with these was a series
of thought-provoking questions
posed by the professor.
Americans, noted Dr. West,
often fail to recognize the degree
to which the present is shaped
by the past. By paying close attention to history, we come to a
better understanding of the society in which we live. He encouraged the crowd to
reexamine the democratic tradition. Upon doing so, he said,
one might come to the realization that this tradition is fundamentally about "lifting every
voice and allowing them to be
heard." Democracy is ultimately a subversive activity,
and it encompasses the question of what it means to be human.
Dr. West also touched on the
subject of race, saying that
America lives in the 51st state
when it comes to this topic: denial. He also cited his good
friend Sen. Bill Bradley as saying that "race is America's original sin." When talking about
this sensitive issue, Dr. West advocated taking into account
both the good and the bad. For
instance, in looking at the
American Revolution (which
he referred to as the"anti-impeby General George Washing-

ton"), one might applaud the
courage of the founding fathers
against the British, but one also
has to take into account the fact
that Washington and Jefferson
were slaveholders.
In looking at America in its
current state, Dr. West said that
the country is depressed, like
the blues. He talked about the
unprecedented surplus and
relative peace in the world coexisting
with
the
disempowerment of working
people and the psychic misery
of many Americans. He discussed the importance of making the invisible (children)
visible, as women and children
face the brunt of poverty in the
U.S.
Corporate greed was another.
major theme of the lecture, and
West made a point to vocalize
his ardent support for Green
Party Presidential Candidate
Ralph Nader.
Nader, he said, will do his part
to help lessen the disparity between the rich and poor in this
country, a gap that can be
widely evidenced in the nation's
prisons.
West ended his speech by
stating that Americans have
three basic options in today's
society: to give up, to sell out, or
to fight back. His final suggestion was met with uproarious
applause, and he spent the remainder of the evening giving,
""""""Tgfi tfiSfji'hs weife to questions ~
from audience members.

¥ern@fi Place Football Game
Postponed Due To Rain
Sunday in Vernon Place, a student, eager for the afternoon
games to start, threw a football down the hallway. The missile hit a sprinkler head, which broke. The damage caused
the entire second floor to flood, forcing the building to be
evacuated. Plumbers, custodial units and the fire warden were
all called to the scene to remedy the situation. After about an
hour and a half the students were allowed to reenter the building.

Saturday Night's Still All right
For Fighting
Midnight on Saturday, two students were involved in an altercation at the Vernon Social Center. The Hartford Police were
called in addition to Campus Safety, There were no serious
physical injuries, and neither party pressed charges.

But Do They Have A Couch?
At 1:33 on Sunday morning Campus Safety was called to
investigate suspicious student activity. Someone spotted a student carrying a picnic table down the Long Walk. When approached and questioned, he explained that he was putting it
back where it belonged. Campus Safety continues to investigate, and may forward the incident to the Office of Residential Life.

Car Stereo Removed
Late Saturday night there was a noise complaint from
Vernon Street. The source of the disturbance was a parked car
with the radio turned on full blast. The car was unattended
and the owner could not be located. It was towed.

SIDE ORDERS

CHEESE PIZZA

WINGS (MiW.Hol) . . . . (10)
MOZZARELIA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGERS ..{10)
GYRO
GARUC BREAD
(16")

14" Medium $7.50
16" Large $9.50
Additional Toppings: $.50onmed. $1.00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
ticotta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

HUES

CKtFS

SHEET PAN PIZZA

»::..H»M

HAM

.5375
. S3.75
.$375
.S3.7S
$375

. . S7.50
.-. . . $7.50
. .. . . $7.50
. .. $7,50
., ... S7.50
. . . . , . S7.50
. . . . . . $7.50
$7.50
.•
. . . . . . S9.00
. . . . . . S7.5O
. . . . . . S8.5O
. . . . . . $8.50
. . . . . . S8.50
. . . . . . $7.50
. . . ...57,50
. . . , , . $7,50

TURKEY
.,$375
TEPPERON1
.S3.75
ROAST 8EEF
..:
.83.75
TUNA
COMBO (2 kinds of above) . . . $4.50
EGGPLANT PARMIGiANA . .5375
.$4.25
CHICKEN PAKMIGIANA
.54.25
CHICKEN CUTLET
.$4.35
STEAK/CHEESE
.$375
MEATBALLS
.5375
SAUSAGE
.S3.75
8.L.T.
..$3.75 . . . ....$750
VEGGIE/CHEESE
. $4.99 .. .,,. $9.98
ITALIAN ...'..

,'

SALADS

CHEf SALAD
S5.S0
Ham. turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANWASTO
,..,,,,.....55.50
Salami, peppetoni cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lottuee.
TUNA SALAD
,..:.,...
....$4.95
Tuna, letiuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
CREEKSAIA0
Fefa cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
TOSSED S A I A D
.Italian. Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese. Ranch
and lite Italian.

:

S.50

HOUSE SPECIAL . . . MED $40.00 LARGE S15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni. mushroom, onions.
peppers.

Additional toppings S2.00 each
• " 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA

. . . . . . . . . . . $1.99

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

$15.00

GRINDERS

,...

$4.B5
$4.95
.$4.95
$4.25
$3.00

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

PRIMAVERA
MED $9.95
URGE S13.25
Mushroom, broccoli, peppers. Oliver, and s'iced
tomatoes on a white pie.

236-2616

CHICKEN PESTO ....MEOS9.95 . LARGE Si3.25
Fresh Mo«areita, fresh chicken and jiiced tomatoes,
basted m pesto sauco.
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $11.25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozzarella. shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted (n Pesto sauce,

**FREE DELIVERY**
With S7.00 Minimum Purchase

j j j j : . Zk Best &ixut {or Zk Best $tice \
I COMBO SPECIAL | Buy a Large Chwae g
|..'-:fcuo»Ch**..%-: 10 Wjriga;'.
I ..'•• 2 liter Soda"-

t -With One Topping ,
• Atid G*t A Second •
S Large Che«s» For I

•

•
I

1
I
I

$

I3.CJ9

4.9S
'
FREE 1

S 2 LITER SODA 1
I WithAnyLa?ge i
I Cheese Hzza S

Large

s

$

t t^itm ma ma mt • « « am «j

I '' $ 1 . 0 0 Q F F - I Bvy-.t6'-: ^iorattSrtnder: |
I *$:;:l*6fediu»;""-X '.. « •' ''{•M'Ai^'Get-.v':'; »
I

2CAKSOFSQDA

§

.^CMSODft

Coupon Can'! Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.

I

WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE S9.95
Fresh Mozzareila. romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM
MED S7.9S , . . LARGE S9.95
Baby clams, ramano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN ..MSOS9.95 . LARGE $13-25
Fresh Mozzarelta, (resh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basled" in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MED $9.50 . . LARGE $12,50
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce,

PASTA AMD DINNERS
SPAGHETTI;, ZITI OR SHIILS WITH SAUCE . . . . SS.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS S6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHEILS WITH SAUSAGE S6.9S
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
S7.&5
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
$8.95
BAKED ZITI
57.95
MEAT RAVIOLI
S6.95
CHEESE RAVIOLI
•
•
$6.95
VEGGIE RAVIOLI
••• ••
$6.93
Includes salad and roil
BEVERAGES
DISSERT
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Fine Film off of the Main Quad
BY BETH GILLIGAN

Managing Editor

While Trinity College may
not have an established film
major, it is still possible for students here to obtain a film education of sorts. For everything
from classics to Hollywood
blockbusters, foreign movies to
American independent films,
students head in the direction
of the orange lanterns on the
Main Quad.
Over the past thirty-one
years, Cinestudio has earned the
reputation both on-campus and
in the Greater Hartford area as
an ideal movie theater for "serious" film-goers. Directors Spike
Lee and Michael Moore and actress Faye Dunaway can be
counted among recent guest
lecturers at the theater.
Cinestudio has not, however, always enjoyed such renown.
In 1970, when its doors first
opened to the public, the double
feature of Yellow Submarine
and Alice's Restaurant attracted hordes of young people,
many of whom were involved
in the radical anti-Vietnam
movements. Cinestudio was
founded by James Hanley 72,
Peter McMorris 73, and Modern
Language Professor Lawrence
Stires, during an era in which
the conservative administration often clashed with the

would probably be unable to
recognize the theater in the
1970s. Not only did it have no
carpeting and wooden chairs,
but the day before Cinestudio
unofficially opened, Hanley
and McMorris learned that the
screen they had ordered would
not be arriving in time. That
night, the group was forced to
make a trip to Bradlees to purchase bedsheets to use in its
place! A week later, they found
themselves back at the store
buying more sheets in order to

Cinestudio is the nation's only entirely
rdpmtofhe
student-ruin
public.
growing counterculture.
Although the current college
administration has been supportive of Cinestudio, the students who initially volunteered
there faced hostility from some
members of the faculty and
staff. Hanley and McMorris,
who have remained at
Cinestudio as projectionists
over the years, remember the
early 1970's as an especially chaotic time. A rise in student activism culminated in such
events as the trustees being
locked in their boardroom, and
the College President's Office
being firebombed (Hanley explains that the latter event was
perpetrated by a mentally disturbed young man who was not
affiliated with Cinestudio). It is
out of these circumstances that
Cinestudio emerged as one of
the most unique cinemas in the
area.
The main factor that distinguished Cinestudio from movie
theaters on other college campuses is the fact that it was, and
stilt is, the nation's only entirely
student-run movie theater that
is open to the public. Aside
. from being located on-campus,
it remains completely independent from Trinity College.
Hanley and McMorris attribute
the theater's success over the
years to the student volunteers,
who have participated in everything from ticket sales (which
are the main source of
Cinestudio's revenue) to the seat
installation and painting. In
fact, the custom-made carpeting that can be found inside the
theater is the only thing that
has been placed there by outside
labor.
Hanley recalls staying up all

sie), the theater rarely shows
older films. The one exception
has been Casablanca, which
comes to Cinestudio almost every year, and still enjoys large
crowds. During the past decade,
Cinestudio has begun running
various film festivals. Ten years
ago, a group called Alternatives
approached Cinestudio to run a
gay and lesbian film festival,
which has grown to be a hugely
popular week-long summer
event. For the past three years,
Cinestudio has also run a Jewish Film Festival, and last year
began an annual French Film
Festival. This fall alone will feature a mini Gay and Lesbian
Film Festival, as well as a Political Film Festival.
Last year's 30th anniversary
celebration also saw the establishment of an endowment
fund. Trinity grandparents
Alfred and Hanina Shasha doof classic films shown at nated $25,000 in a matching
Cinestudio, which Hanley par- fund, and Cinestudio ultitially attributes to the prolifera- mately was able to raise over
tion of VCRs and specialty $50,000. As the cost of equipment rises, the fund-raising ascable channels.
Unless a new print has just pect of Cinestudio becomes
been released (which was the increasingly important. The
case with the highly successful bottom line remains the same,
reissues of Touch o/Evi 1 and The however - bringing great films
Discreet Charmofthe Bourgeoi- to Hartford and to Trinity.

hours to prepare the theater had been shown around Con- tures (two movies for the price
during the fall of 1969. Al- necticut before, it had never of one). Nowadays, double feathough the public opening did been played at the correct sound tures only appear on the pronot occur until February 16, level due to the rarity of stereo gram once or twice a year,
1970, the film society (a group sound equipment at the time. largely due to the fact that curr e nt
of about
films
t w e n ty
students)
tend to
began
b
e
showing
longer,
movies
a n d
there in
many
t h e
movie
months
producpreceders now
ing this
refuse to
event.
split the
Those acprocustomed
ceeds of
to the
shows.
carpeted
There
floors
has also
and large,
been a
state-ofdecrease
the-art
James Hanley 72, Faye Dunaway, Peter McMorris 73
in the
screen
number
Cinestudio was one of the first
theaters in the country to get a
stereo sound system, albeit a
shaky one. Hanley recalls having to ask staff members to
bring their personal stereos over
to the theater to help power the
system. By the end of the first
evening, all but one had blown
out. The following day, the staff
gathered to repair the amplifiers for the next night's showing.
Despite the initial technical difficulties, Woodstock was a huge
success, with the staff eventually having to turn away hundreds of people from the theater.

reputation as one o( the best
theaters in town, especially
when some of Hartford's older
show a film in Cinemascope. movie-houses closed their
The students' hard work paid doors. Hanley jokes that they
off, and opening night they also gained a certain notoriety
packed the house, much to the among distributors after a runsurprise of the film company, in with Warner Brothers.
which had expressed doubts About a week before Cinestudio
about their ability to draw a was scheduled to show A CEoc fework Orange (a Warner Brothcrowd.
With the original prices set at ers film directed by Stanley
$1.25 for students and $1.75 for Kubrick), the studio abruptly
general admission, the film so- announced that they weren't
ciety had no trouble keeping the going to show the movie there.
seats filled. For 75 cents they Having already advertised that
also offered midnight movies (a the film was coming, Hanley
first in Connecticut), which en- and McMorris were underjoyed a great deal of popularity standably upset at it being
during the 1970's. The midnight pulled at the last minute.
movies were often horror films
Luckily, Hanley had what he
such as The Night of the Living calls "a small role" in the proDead, which Hanley describes duction of one of Kubrick's earas The Blair Witch Project of its lier films, 2001: A Space Odyssey,
day."
so he was able to get a hold of
At that particular film, the the director's office number.
student volunteers passed out Hanley and McMorris placed a
flyers for next week's midnight call to Kubrick, who expressed
movie, which they did not a great deal of interest in
name but promised would be so Cinestudio as a student-run
scary that they would have a movie theater. Immediately afnurse in attendance. Hanley ter their conversation, Kubrick
and McMorris were stunned to placed a call to Warner Brothsee 1500 people on the quad, ers to demand they show the
clamoring to see what movie film at Cinestudio. After that
could possibly be so frighten- incident, a number of
ing. The crowd roared upon dis- Cinestudio's film distributors
covering that the film they were would joke about being obliabout to see was in fact Love gated to give them a film for fear
Story. Sadly, the midnight that they might call the direcmovie tradition came to an end tor!
in the mid-to-late 1970's. As onOver the years, the types of
campus drinking increased, the films being shown at
crowds became increasingly Cinestudio have undergone a
difficult for the staff to handle. number of changes. While
Instead of showing movies at 12 Hanley and McMorris once
AM, Cinestudio began doing booked Woodstock to show
late shows immediately follow- three times a day, they now coning the 7:30 PM movie.
cede that it probably would not
Another highlight of the draw half the number of people
early years was the Cinestudio that it did when it first opened.
debut of the concert film During the 1970's, Cinestudio
Woodstock Although the movie showed almost all double fea-
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Top Ten Indications That You
" Are Back At Trinity
hi

nnoc

ridi

ur motorcycle,

9. You see the strikers on New Britain Ave.
8. The messages on your phone are all from SGA.
7. Your friend's car has been stolen.
6. Busch Light is discussed as a high-class
beverage.
5. What most people would call a broom closet,
you call home sweet home.
4. Somewhat rusty from the summer, you
resume your minor shop-lifting career in the
Cave.
3. You start smoking again.
2. You stop preying on hometown high school
girls/boys.
1. The pizza man arrives wearing a bullet-proof
vest.

^.Semester • s'.'-'%- ...,'
Mj
Abroad, P'rggrant
University of HawafX
at Manoa
A college semester you'll never forget.
Choose from an unparalleled array of
courses on Asia, Hawaii, and the Pacific
while living in a vibrant multi-cultural
community.

Next semester, study abroad
without leaving the country
For complete Information, connect to:
vifww2.hawail.edu/almost or e-mail anltab«hawaii.edu
On campus housing and meals available.

ia i\ Jn eqyai t>pj;oiti!n;ly/jftinnE[ivi! action institution.
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Why Silence is Golden
How To BE POPULAR
A Brian Nanos Joint

Those of you who know me (I apologize to both of you) will not be surprised
to hear that 1 spent a large portion of my
summer trying to think of ways to become the most popular person at Trinity this year...nay, the most popular
person ever. Well, actually, I spent most
of my time workinga warehousejobata
company that calls itself "NER Data"
and was maybe the first person in the
history of the company to realize that
they had spelled "NERD."
But when 1 wasn't busy avoiding coworkers and counting the hours till my
next break, 1 was thinking of ways to
become "Mr. Popularity."
I was able to come up with what 1
thought were a handful of great ideas,
but one day while I was listening to the
Howard Stern Show on the radio 1 heard
what might have been the most ingenious idea of the entire summer.
You see, Brett Banfe, an 18-year-old
who lives in my hometown was actually
on the Howard Stern Show. "Why?" you

ask. Well, because he has decided not to
talk for an entire year. Throughout his
entire freshman year at college, Brett will
not mutter a single syllable. Seemingly
forgetting that there are actually people
incapable of speaking, Brett has declared
himself the first person ever to do such a
thing.
Now, 1 had two initial reactions to the
news that Brett was going to recieve media coverage because he was silent for an
entire year. My first reaction was to think
that anyone who actually cares that
some stupid kid from Haddonfield, NJ
isn't going to talk for an entire year is in

desperate need of a hobby. These are the
same people who keep Full House reruns on the air.
My second reaction was to think of
ways to drive over to Brett's house and get
him to talk. "Does this hurt, Brett? Just
tell me if you want me to stop hitting
you," and "Gee Brett, I think Ijustset your
house on fire, maybe you should call the
fire department," were my favorites.
Then, Howard Stern said something
that completely changed my opinion of
Brett's feat. Howard said, "Maybe you'll
get some chicks out of this."
Do you mean to tell me that the way
to get women is to not talk at all? Is that
all there is to it? Now everything makes
a whole lot more sense. Last year, I was
talking. Mind you, not all the time, but
still, if the way to get women is to not
talk, then of course. Don't you see?
Brett, my friends, is a genius. He's going to be popular. He's going to get
women, and all he has to do is NOT
TALK. I had it all wrong. But Brett has
figured out that as long as he doesn't talk
to any of them, all of the women on his
campus will dump their current boyfriends like a bad meal plan and come
after him. I've spent most of my entire
life trying to reach these goals, and I've
never come up with such a great, yet incredibly simple solution.
As a side note, I would like to add that
it would be extremely helpful if any of
you were to see me walking around campus, that you wave at me, as if I were
popular and important. Then, if you
could, please pretend that you are happy
to see me, and say something like "Hey,
aren't you the extremely popular and
sexy Brian Nanos?"
Just don't be surprised if 1 don't say
anything in return.

QosswordlOl"
Revolutionaries

By Ed Canty

ACROSS
1 2 3 |4
1 Swedish rock group
14
5 Religious organizations
17
10 Colony dwellers
W
14 African nation
15 Weight unit
16 Chute opening
21
tt Revolutionary hero
19 Bag
20Dlr.
21 Again
22 Expressed pleasure
23 Poses
24 Warsaw jig
26 Scrubs
29 Role
49 50
30 UNhome
33
contested
55
34 S. China seaport
59
35 Pronoun
361975 Wimbledon
62.
champ
37 Vote yes
3 Sad
38 Parent
39 Served at Boston Party 4 Feel 111
5 Fragrances
40 Goofed
6 Roof overhangs
42 Sayere and Gordon
7 Work force
43 Important nmbr.
8 Feather's partner
44 July 4th, 8.g.
9 Fr. Saints
45 Foreigners
10 Vertical positlon:NauUcal
46 Assists
U Revolutionary haro
48 Overwhelmed
43 More competent
12 Right
13 Stated
51 Fed. job safety law
18 Stormy
52 Holiday resort
22 Choir member
55 Wage adj.
23 Follows garage
56 Revolutionary hero
24 Strode
59 March
25 A man
mouse
60Tripod
26 Heart to hearts
61 High hour
27 Misplaces
62DCVIPS
28 Revolutionary hero
63 Remove
29 Name on a check
64 Colorless
31 Asian nation
DOWN
32 Crude
1 Current units
34 Mercantile estab2 Barnyard sounds
lishments

11

4

By GFRAssociates E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.tom
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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Mystical Bob:
How it's gonna be
A psychic look into the stars to see
what will happen in2000-2001
VIRGO

PISCES

AUG23-SE.FT22
Once you get settled into your new
surroundings and become used to the
fact that the guy in the next room
won't stop playing N'SYNC songs
over and over again, things will run
perfectly smoothly. That is, until you
sneak into his room one night and
throw his stereo out the window.
He'll probably get upset and cry
about how much that stereo cost him,
but we won't really care, will we?
Good for you.

FE.B !?-MAFUO

>

LIBRA

w~ 31

32

3J

•
33

54

52 Greek portico
53 Office kitty
54 Frau Frank
56Taensy
57 Swiss river
58 Presidential concern

" / must study politics and war I
tfiar my sons may have liberty I
to study mathematics and
philosophy. "
... President John Adams

MAR 21 -AI*R. IS

5E.PT 25-OCT 22 - L

This year, you will continue to be the
most perfect person in the entire
world. You will laugh in the face of
adversity. You will climb to new
heights. You will be prefect. One
down side is that everyone else will
try to be like you all year long, and
you'll have to deal with a bunch of
you-clones running around. You and
Eminem are the only people who
know what that's like. And you're a
OCT25-NOV2I
Scorpios are well known for their pas- natural blond.
it
y.
jf
sionate natures, and this is the year
TAUKU5
*•
'
that you put some of thatpassion into
APR 20 -MAY 2O
yourschool work. You'll spend countless ours in the library doing work. This year you'll write with a quill pen,
You'll toil over books. You'U give up communicate by way of carrier pil lfe geon, and travel on horseback. At the
(Well, who are we kidding? You never same time, you will hold steadfastly to
had any chances of having a social your belief in Santa Claus, the Easter
life.) Too bad that none of the hard Bunny, and Reaganomics. If anyone
work actually pays off. If I were you, I who knows you becomes ill, you will
wouldn't even bother. Just sit at home tell him to get a leech to suck out the
and watch movies or something.
bad blood.

Scomo

K

NOV22-DE1C2I
I know this isn't really telling the future, but it has to be said: No one likes
it when you talk. Well, actually that's
not true. You like it when you talk.
What I'm trying to say is that no one
else does. Why don't you do us all a
favor and just not talk for a while. Or,
rather, talk, just not to me. Try talking to an Aquarius. No one likes them
anyway.
.

DE.C22-JAN 1?
This new meal plan at Trinity College
will confuse and upset you to no end.
As well it should. As October rolls
around, you will become so disgusted
with thecollege's telling you how to
spend your money, that you will actually order Chinese food from a
local establishment instead of eating
on campus. Not a smart idea, my
friend. You will be sick until January. However, your fortune will look
up when a court of law finds that it
was actually the school's new meal
plan that drove you to order such horrible "food."

AQUARIUS
JAN2O-FE15 IS

Quotable Quote

ARIES

This November, as the Presidential
elections roll around, you'll make a
great blunder. You see, you'll think
that the George W Bush's Republican
Party is the party of inclusion, when
in fact, no one cares what you think.

CArRlCORN

38 Young woman
40 German river
41 Teflon
42 Gather grain
45 For a short time
47 Snouts
48 Cigarette problems
49 Statutes
50 Send to sleep
51 Greek peak

I could bore you with some simple
predictions that I got from the stars.
For example, 1 could tell you who is
going to win the upcoming Presidential election. Or, 1 might tell you who
will win what at the Olympics. However, that's no fun. All I'm going to tell
you is that at some point of this year,
you will, indeed, be naked. That's all
that really matters, isn't it?

S\a

5AGITTARIUS

J

S2
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What a terrific year it is going to be.
A great love will walk into your life.
Top grad school's will solicit you. By
the way, you will continue to look at
the horoscope to see what will happen to you in the future even though
no one really cares what happens to
you.

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

t

Life and love are going your way... at
least until March, when your incredible body odor drives them both to
run for the hills. I've heard you will
smell something like old gym socks.
Why don't you just take a shower or
something?

CANCER
JUN21 -JL1L22
Jealous of all those who have it better
than you do, you will undertake the
building of your own dorm sometime
in November. You will set up some
spare lumber on the quad, and with
all the construction going on at Trinity, no one will even notice you. The
final product of your efforts will be
one of the biggest rooms on campus
complete with a couch that is perfectly comfortable as long as you don't
mind mud dripping on you from the
ceiling.

LEO
JUL23-AUG22
So...your socks smell and so does your
roomate. Last years' residents left
something curious in the corner. The
stars are in the correct order, the celestial winds will blow and the smell
will drift sweetly out of your room.
Get out this month (it's the first month
: of school after alL.how much serious
work do you have?). By the way, avoid
Mather. No good looking coeds, and
Marriott is out to get each and every
one of us. The Bistro is still in, though.
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Wadsworth Displays Snipes Falls From Buildings But
Impressionist Works
wrong. They mistakenly believed that it was The Art of
Arts Editor
Snore that they were trying to
depict. And we have to give
The Art of War. Two words: them some credit. They did a
Bad Movie. There you have it. very good job.
That's my review. Clear and
The film stars Wesley
concise. Maybe we should Snipes as Shaw, an internahave just enlarged those two tional security expert who
words and filled the page and just so happens to be able to
called it a day. But, since I jump hundreds of feet from
BY DIANA POTTER

COimK^THEWKWORTHAm

Claude Monet's "Railroad Bridge at Argenteuil" on
display at the Wadsworth.
people appear, they are but secBY NATE CURTIS AND
ondary figures, a compliment to
f j KATE HUTCHINSON
the landscape rather than the
Arts Writers
center of it.
The next two paintings, both
The current exhibition at the from 1873, are by Auguste
Wadsworth Atheneum, The Im- Renoir. Renoir's subjects are
pressionists at Argentueil, Claude and Camille Monet.
showcases what the Impres- Their presentation provides a
sionist artists Boudin, Caillebot, unique commentary on the VicManet,Monet,and Renoir found torian era.
In Monsieur Monet's portrait,
in Argenteuil, a town in the
his head, shoulders and arms
midst of industrialization.
In 1851, Argentueil was con- fill the frame. He is absorbed in
nected to Paris by rail for the reading a book and smoking a
first time in its history and the pipe, conveying a presence of
once isolated country town be- both mental and physical
came both a pleasure destina- strength. Clearly, this work
tion for those who wished to shows just how Renoir admired
boat and enjoy nature, but also his contemporary.
Madame Monet is a different
fell under heavy industrial
change. This unique blend of story. The painting of her is less
the rustic and the industrial intense and makes use of more
istels. Though, reading also
drew painters of the Unpresdie 1870s
These paintings contain all
the usual magic for which Im-

sernblcs a doll in a dollhouse.
On par with the lady are the
wallpaper and sofa cushions, as

This unique blend of the rustic and the
industrial drew painters of the
Impressionist school to Argentueil in the
\87Os.
pressionist works are extolledthe play and contrast of light
and color and the range of expression-and also capture the
kinetic energy of a country
caught between rural and urban ways of life.
The exhibit begins with a
work by Eugene Boudin (one of
the proto-impressionists) entitled "The Seine at Argentueil."
Boudin was the inspiration for
many of the later Impressionists, especially Monet, and this
work contains the quick, inde;
terminate brushstrokes, hazy
overtones, and sharp contrast of
color for which the Impressionist school became famous.
The next highlight is "The
Boat Basin at Argentueil," by
Claude Monet, painted in 1872.
This work exemplifies the wonderful quality of Impressionist
works that allows us to view
them as photographic from a
distance, but merely component paintstrokes under closer
scrutinizing.
The day-sailors of Monet's
composition, rendered in gentle
pastels, ride quietly at anchor in
the basin, where their masts
harmonize with the geometric
lines of a nearby bridge.
Our next stop is another
Monet, this time "The Promenade at Argentueil." Viewed
from afar, the work presents an
astonishing amount of clarity
for an Impressionist work. The
air (and you can almost feel the
air in some of these painting)
seems crisp and clear. When

well as her brilliant dress* all of
which Renoir uses as a showcase for his facility with color.
The woman seems to disappear
into the patterns of her dress
and the sofa.
The next room of the exhibition hall features several works
concerning the main bridge
that brought trains into
Argentueil. All of them are
wonderful and show the contrast between the tranquil
scenes of nature and boating
and the smoke-belching steam
engines hurrying to and from
Paris.
The best painting, however, is
Caillebot's "The Argentueil
Bridge at the Seine." Like many
of the other works in this exhibit, it appears almost photographic from far away,
conveying wonderful perspective of a leaping iron bridge.
Though a close examination
shows hurried brushstrokes,
the overall effect is one of a
sunset's calm and splendor,
with light playing in an elaborate chiaroscuro of color around
the bridge.
Overall, every piece at this
exhibit is a masterpiece in its
own right. The exhibit is composed of mostly works of
Renoir and Monet, and covers
all seasons at Argentueil,
from blustery winter to
blooming flower gardens in
high summer. This is a good
collection of Impressionist
art, and definitely one worth
seeing.

everywhere, gives the film the
Batman/Superman appeal and
reminds me of watching Sunday cartoons in my pajamas.
Okay, maybe that was random,
but then again, so is this film.
Once all the fanfare is over
and the actual plot begins, the
movie just doesn't go anywhere. But, let me fill you in
on the plot, just in case you

[Warner Brothers Pictures] mistakenly believed that it was The Art of
Snore that they were trying to depict. And we have to give them some
credit. They did a very good job.
know that you are dying to
read more, I suppose I can
elaborate.
TheArtofWar, written in the
6th century B.C. by Chinese philosopher Sun Tzu, is a compilation of lessons dealing with
battle that are still followed today because of their timeless
wisdom.
Perhaps someone should
have explained this to Warner
Brothers Pictures. They got it

buildings and land on his feet.
The film opens in central
Hong Kong in the midst of Y2K.
Sadly, this five minute scene
with its exotic music and dancing, Chinese lanterns, lavish
costumes and, of course, a
dragon, is the only worthwhile
part of the movie.
The music is upbeat, and
watching Snipes jump from a
building and slide down a rope
full of lanterns, sparks flying

miss it, which is easy to do.
Basically, a bunch of Chinese
terrorists are plotting to bring
down the United Nations and
they decide to frame Snipes.
Now, he must run from his
own allies as well as the terrorists as he tries to stop what
could become World War III.
But, as the film so aptly puts it,
"Sometimes it is hard to tell the
difference between good guys
See SNIPES on page 13

.y:;/ffi||:£.©ii:M
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Barry Lyndon Reveals
Kubrick's Satiric Nature
cloaking his incredible ruthlessness in a
facade of false innocence. At the end of
Arts Writer
the first act, Barry's picturesque rags to
riches story is complete with his imBarry Lyndon, which played last week pending marriage to a wealthy widowed
at Cinestudio, is without a doubt one of noblewoman.
the most vicious and heart-wrenching of
Of course, once Barry has reached the
all eighteenth-century English period pinnacle of wealth, there is nowhere to
pieces.
go but down. Barry knew what he
Today, films portraying this time wanted and how to get it, but once he has
and place (think Merchant Ivory) it, he has no clue how to manage it. In
are blithe in their assertion that En- the second act of Barry Lyndon, there is
BY LINCOLN HEINEMAN

[Redmond Barry] is one of those people who charmsand
integratiates not because of any obvious personality
trait, but as a result of knowing exactly what to do
and when.
gland was a kind of fairyland in
which rather shallow people lived
but psychologically overwrought
lives in the lap of luxury. While the
Merchant Ivory films celebrate the
period piece with unintentional
parody, Kubrick succeeded in satirizing the genre twenty-five years
ago, before it was really established
as a norm.
Barry Lyndon follows an Irish
teenage, Redmond Barry, who would
be called a "hoper" in America. That

nothing but pain and ignominy for
Barry.
After a series of setbacks, Barry becomes completely unable to function. It
becomes clear that Barry can only wallow in self-pity after problems beset him,
since he now has nothing new to strive
for.
What is most remarkable is that despite Barry's agony, the audience has
seen too much of his nasty and conniving nature to feel any pity for him. In this
way, Kubrick's film is an utterly moral-

Sunshine. Perhaps we only need to
see the name Ralph Fiennes in the cast
list to bump this movie into Editor's
Picks. Plus, you get a triple dose of
Fiennes, as he apparently plays three
different roles in this epic look at three
generations of a Hungarian Jewish
family. Now playing at Hoyts Cinema
City on Brainard Road. For tickets call
549-0030.

It's true. You don't always have to
drive to New Haven to hear good music. Tickets are on sale for Shawn
Colvin at the University of Hartford's
Lincoln Theater September 23. Let's
just hope Shawn plays some of her old
music. Let's face it: "Diamond in the
Rough" is a good song. "Sonny Came
Home" is not. (For ticket information
call 768-4228.)

Trinity is more than just a beautiful
campus. We've got some real talent
right here under our noses. Meet some
of Trinity's artists as they display their
work at the opening reception of the
Studio Arts Annual, Wednesday, September 13 from 4:30 to 6:30 PM. The
ifkeimmm^USM^Whsf20 in, the
the
Widener Gallery in Austin Arts Center.

Calling all theater-goers: under the
direction of Justin Ball '01 and Kevin
Pemoulie '01, theater and dance students will perform pieces they create
through improvisations with masks.
Don't miss this exciting collaboration
on September 28 at 4:15 PM and 6 PM
in Studio 19 in Seabury Hall Admission'is free.

Snipes Stars In Action Flop
continued from page 12
and bad guys."
So basically, Snipes is good and everyKubrick's Barry Lyndon might look like just another period piece, but this is no
one else is bad. Remember that. Yes, and
Merchant Ivory film.
by the way, just in case you didn't know,
is, he hopes (and strives) to be ac- istic and Christian one. Barry has "appearances are everything. Politics and
cepted by British high society (in sinned, and his penance comes not in deception are built on them," Snipes'
America it would be Brahmin high death, but in a life that transforms into former ally tells him as she turns against
purgatory.
society).
him.
Furthermore, Kubrick's film is not
Amazingly enough, Barry sucThe only funny part in the whole
ceeds in his quest. The first half of only Christian in its mentality, but also movie was when one of Snipes' colthe film follows Barry's exploits af- comes full circle. At the end of Barry's leagues asks him as they are in pursuit
ter his banishment from his countri- life, he returns to the poverty and obscu- of the terrorists, "Do you watch wresfied Irish home because of a pathetic rity from which he sprang. And here is tling? This is just like wrestling. We've
incident involving a girl and a the ultimate irony: Barry spent his en- got big, scary guys from places unknown
botched duel with her fiance. tire life attempting to escape these two who are in dire need of psychiatric care."
Through luck and some well-placed demons, only to return to them.
But I can't actually tell you what hapOnly now, at the end of his life, Barry
conspiracy, Barry experiences a
rather astonishing and meteoric rise has a third curse. It is almost worse that

pens in the end, because after two hours,
exploding cars and men in black hoods
chasing each other gets a little old. And
that is an understatement.
So 1 didn't make it all the way through.
I was surprised that I made it as far as I
did. Save your money and watch Batman
instead.
Oh, and by the way, while you are
watching, consider me Batman's accomplice, Dynamic Diana, on a mission to
save the Trinity population from the
evil-doings of Warner Brother's Pictures
trying to pollute inquisitive minds with
violent and absurd rubbish. So who's the
real hero here? You decide. (By the way,
does The Tripod give refunds?)

What is most remarkable is that despite Barry's agony,
the audience has seen too much of his nasty and
coniving nature to feel any pity for him.
to wealth and socialization with the
"smartset."
The story to this point is essentially a Horatio Alger knock-off (albeit with a bit more reserve and
self-reflection). Barry's rise seems
almost inevitable, as it is clear that
our hero is one of those people who
charms and ingratiates not because
of any obvious personality trait, but
as a result of knowing exactly what
to do and when.
Barry joins the British Army and later
the continental high society gambling
circuit at precisely the right moments,
and succeeds with a kind of effortless
panache due to the fact that he knows
what he wants (money, and most importantly, respect) and how to get it, by

he has succeeded and then failed rather
than being a failure all his life, since he
is haunted by the knowledge of what he
had and then lost.
Towards the end of the film, the
irony and pointlessness of Barry's
existence cannot be lost to the audience. However, as if to drive the
point home while at the same time
gently admonishing the audience
for becoming perhaps too involved
in Barry's life, Kubrick ends the film
with one more witty and pointed
jab.
The final frame of the picture reminds
the audience in writing of the pointlessness of any moralistic story by stating
that the film's characters are all equal
Snipes crashes a car through a bar. Go Snipes.
now.
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LECIWS
Triifclty...
MMM Swap.- MMM Bounce
Remember the good-old
Bookswap? You know, that great
idea of breaking the monopoly
power of the bookstore. Well it
looks like Gavin's brainchild has
gone belly-up. Not only were
they nowhere to be found during
the textbook rush, but it looks like
their finances are run dry as well.
Numerous students report checks
from the Bookswap bouncing... so
not only do they not get their
money, but they pay a fee as well.
Maybe ConnPIRG can lobby the
legislature to restrict those fines
as well.

"Silence Broken: Korean Comfort
Women"
Independent filmmaker Dai Sil KimGibson will be showing and conversing over
her recent work "Silence Broken: Korean Comfort Women" in the McCook Auditorium, followed by a recepetion in McCook 210.

Pete Scheips Band
The Pete Scheips Band will be performing two
nights a week in the local Hartford area, Tuesdays
at 9:00 PM at the Deseral Cafe 84 Union Place and
Wednesdays at 9:00 PM at the Hog River Grille
267 Farmington Avenue. Admission is free.

Old Settler

Latin American and Iberian Film
Series
The first film of the Latin American and Iberian Film Series for the Fall 2000 season will
be "La Vida es Silbar (Life is To Whistle)" and
will be shown on Wednesday, September 13 at
7:30 in Qnestudio. The movie will be followed
with a talk by Darlene Waller. Director:
Fernando Perez. Cast: Luis Alberto Garcia,
Coralia Veloz, Claudia Rojas, Bebe Perez, Isabel
Santosjoan Manuel Reyes, And Rolando Brito.

Leslie Uggams stars in Old Settler, a sweet-natured comedy about life in Harlem in the 1940's.
It runs from August 10 through September 17 at
TheaterWorks, 233 Pearl Street. Performances are
Wednesdays through Saturdays at 8:00 P.M.; Sundays at 7:30 P.M.; matinees Saturday and Sunday
at 2:30 EM. Tickets from evening performances
are $25; matinees are $20. Call 527-7838.

Latin Blast - NORA Cabaret

"Crimes Against Nature"
On Wednesday, September 20, Dr. Chris
Kilmartin, Professor of Psychology at Mary
Washington College, will present a hysterical
look at growing up male in America. The talk
is at 8:00 PM in the Washington Room in
Mather Hall. All are welcome and admission is
free. Sponsored by the Women's Center.

Japan's NORA brings her uniquely Asian-flavored brand of salsa music to the University of
Connecticut's Joregenson Auditorium on Thursday, September 14, at 8 PM for a free outdoor concert. Food and drink selections will be available
beginning at 7:00 PM. The auditorium is located
at 2132 Hillside Road in Storrs, CT. Call the box
office at 486-4226 to reserve your free passes.

Alcohol Gestapo Runs Amok

Two zealous RAs were seen in
the Elton-Jones courtyard recently asking a student with a
newly-purchased 30 pack for ID.
Going above and beyond the call
of duty, this duo exemplifies a
potential conflict in the Administration as President Bobelle lias
stated in no uncertain terms that
he opposes this behavior and
policy. AT suggests that all students follow his lead and refuse to
give any RA your student ID.

Tony the Tiger
Amongst the well-dressed students at Friday night's Welcome
Back Party was one young man
who thought it was Halloween.
Dressed in a Tiger outfit, he shook
his tail on the dance floor and
boogeyed the night away, oblivious to those whom he was whacking with his tail. Gotta love those
parties with free beer... They're
Grrrrreat!
Born To Be Wild
Sunday night on Allen Place,
A Trin student was involved in an
accident on his motorcycle. Luckily, the student was not harmed
but his 12-hour-old motorcycle
was not so lucky. Apparently he
didn't even have time to register
it.

Third Annual "Best of Connecticut"
Event

Community Service
The Boys and Girls club of Trinity College will
be having two general information meetings for
tors, coaches, referees, instructors, and student
workers at the club this year.
WHEN: Wed. & Thurs. September 13 &14 at
7:00 PM
WHERE Boys and Girls Club at Trinity College
1500 Broad Street, in the Learning Corridor.

The "Best of Connecticut" Party takes place
Thursday night, September 14 from 5:30 to 9:00
PM at the ctnow.com Oakdale Theatre in
Wallingfor, Connecticut. This fun-filled evening
benefits the March of Dimes fight to save babies'
lives. Entertainment includes Galvanized Jazz
•*B8nd, Sweet m&df Cool WtfSe, afitTEfght-to-theBar. Tickets are $35 per person or $40 at the door.
Special rates available. For ti ckets or info call the
CT March of Dimes at 1-800-446-9255 or visit
www.modimes.org.

contact Val Ramos x2383 for more information

BLOOD SIMPLE

Thur, & Sat, September 14-16
Sat, September 16

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(1985) Directed by Ethan Coen. Screenplay by Joel and Ethan Coen. Cinematography: Barry
Sonnenfeld. Cast: John Getz, Frances McDormand, Dan Hedaya, M. Emmet Walsh. Only Ethan and Joel
Coen would release a director's cut that is a actually shorter than the original! Ethan Coen says that
after "taking out the boring parts," they treated their first film to a terrific new print struck from the
negative, and added a new digital stereo mix to the soundtrack. When Blood Simple opened in 1985, it
jolted audiences with the Coen brothers' profoundly original way of making movies - and looking at
the world. Frances McDormand (who won an Academy Award® for her her role in the Coens' Fargo)
stars as a woman stuck deep in low rent Texas, who's caught between her jealous husband, her lover,
and the creepy detective her husband has hired to remove her from the face of the earth. 97 min.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE II

Fri. & Sat., September 15 -16

9:35 PM

(2000) Directed by John Woo. Screenplay by Robert Towne, based on the television series created by
Bruce Geller. Cast Tom Cruise, Thandie Newton, Dougray Scott, Ving Rhames. It's rare when a sequel
outdoes the original, but from the opening scene when a mountain-climbing Tom Cruise is handed a
pair of talking sunglasses to give him his mission (should he agree to take it), MI-2 is off and running.
The global chase begins when Cruise persuades jewel thief Thandie Newton to help him keep some
very dangerous viruses from getting into the wrong hands. Sit back and enjoy the impeccably nasty
villains, the gorgeous locations (from Australia to Utah to Seville), and enough visual stimulation (thank
you, John Woo) to sate even the most jaded synapses." a little piece of Hong Kong heaven" A. O. Scott,
New York Times 120 min.

YOUNG DR FREUD

Sun. September 17
Sun.-Tues. September 17-19

2:30 PM
7:30 PM

(Austria, 2000) Director: Axel Cord. Screenplay by Georg Stefan Trailer. Cast: Karlheinz Hackl, Silvia
Haider, Brigitte Swoboda. New York City's Film Forum has had an unlikely - but undeniable - hit with
an unorthodox film about Sigmund Freud, in the years before he shocked the world with his theories
about human sexuality. It is shot in black in white, and uses an offscreen narrator who interrupts the
action to ask Freud the questions we might want to ask. The effect is unusually compelling, as we witness Freud as he is marked by anti-Semiticis.m, family intrigue and turn-of-the-pentury Vienna's repressed attitudes towards sex. "Meet a neurotic, obsessed workaholic who uses cocaine to relieve
depression, and whose ideas transformed our most intimate notions of self." - Film Forum, NY. 99 min
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Autumn at the Benton Museum of
Art

Celebrate the Beginning of the
Academic Year

Two exhibits are currently on exhibition from
September 5 through October 15 at the William
Benton Museum of Art, located on the University
of Connecticut Storrs campus, 245 Glennbrook
Road. The 35th Annual Art Department Faculty
Show presents cross-sections of the media, styles
and ideas of more than 20 studio faculty members. Featured are John Craig and Ray DiCapua.
Also on exhibit is Afro-Cuba, "Woman" and History in the Works of Ana Mendieta n M,aria
Magdalena Campos-Pons, and Marta Paria Perez
Bravo. This exhibit explores cultural identity specifically within the framework of female and
feminist dialogoue. Free and open to the public,
hours are Tuesday through Friday from 10:oo AM
through 4:30 PM.

President Evan Dobelle invites you to join him
and over 1,900 other Trinity Students to celebrate
the beginning of the academic year. Come to the
Costing Symnasium at 8:00 P.M. on Tuesday, September 12. Expect dessert, a warm welcome from
President Dobelle, and a grand conclusion from
reknowned folk singer Arlo Guthrie.

Promenade Gallery
Recent work by Karin Hillmer J. Seeley is currently on display at the Promenade Gallery, 166
Capitol Avenue. The exhibit will run from September 6 through October 29. The gallery is open
to the public during mainstage events and by
appointment, call 987-6042.

Studio Arts Annual
The department of fine arts at Trinity College
presents the Studio Arts Annual from September
13 through October 20. It features artwork by students enrolled in studio arts during the 19992000 academic year. The opening reception will
be Wednesday, September 13, from 4:30 - 6:30. The
exhibit is on display in the Widener Gal lery from
1:00-6:00 PM daily. Admission is free. Call the
• Austin Arts Center at 297-2199 for more information.

Language Tables in Hamlin Hall
Come and join us for very informal and casual
conversation, all levels are welcome, over lunch
at the following tables in Hamlin Hall:
Russian Table: Tuesdays 12:00-1:00 PM.
Japanese Table: Tuesdays 12:00-1:00 PM.
French Table: Wednesdays 12:00-1:00 PM.
German Table: Wednesdays 12:00-1:00 PM.
Spanish Table: Wednesdays 12:00-1:30 PM.
Italian Table: Thursdays 12:30-1:30 PM.

M.O.C.A.
The Men of Color Alliance is holding its first
meeting Tuesday, September 12 at 72 Vernon St,
the Umoja house. All students are welcome and
urged to join.
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IGC FALL RUSH
The Inter-Greek Council announces Fall Rush
2000, running from September 11-14. All upperclass students are invited to the following fraternities/sororities to learn more about Greek life
at Trinity College. All rush events are alcohol
free. Please see the Student Handbook for more
information on memebershipin Greek-letter Organizations.
Cleo Society: 98 Vernon Street
(see membership for details)
The Columns
Female members (Kappa Kappa
Gamma): 162 Allen Place; Mon.-Wed.
6:OOPM-8:O0PM
Male members at Psi Upsilon: 81 Vernon
Street; Tues.-Thurs. 6:00 PM-8:00 PM
Fire Society
Female members (Ivy Society): 129 Allen
Place; Mon.-Thurs. 6:00PM-7:00 PM
Male members at Alpha Delta Phi House:
122 Vernon Street; Tues.-Thurs. 6:00 PM7:30 PM

Latin Band

St. Anthony Hall: 340 Summit Street
Mon. & Tues. 7:30 PM-9:00 PM

Wanna Salsa? Come join the Latin Band Monday and Wednesday in the Austin Arts Center
from 6:00 until 8:00 PM. They are desperately
seeking bass, horn, and percussion players. Everyone is welcome.

St. Elmo: 152 Allen Place (1st Floor)
Tues. & Wed. 9:00 PM-10:00 PM

New England Championship
Wrestling
New England Championship Wrestling presents a live professional wrestling event on Saturday, September 16 at 7:00 PM at The Fun Zone,
1178 Silas Deane Highway. Proceeds from the

Sigma Psi: 137 Allen Place
Tues.-Thurs. 7:00 PM-&30 PM

TCAC Party
Trinity College Activities Council will be hosting its first part of the year on September 29. The
theme has yet to be announced. Alt. bev ID required.

Now PLATING
Showcase Cinemas Buckland Hills
Times are valid through September 14
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM

The Art of War (R)
Autumn in New York (PG-13)
Bless the Child (R)
Bring it On (PG-13)
The Cell (R)
Chicken Run (PG)
The Crew (PG-13)
Highlander: Endgame (R)
Nurse Betty (R)
The Original Kings of Comedy (R)
The Perfect Storm (PG-13)
Saving Grace (R)
Space Cowboys (PG-13)
Turn it Up (R)
The Watcher (R)
The Way of the Gun (R)
What Lies Beneath (PG-13)
Whipped (R)

12:20 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:05 PM
12:00 PM, 2:15 PM, 4:30 PM, 6:50 PM
9:15 PM
12:05 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:40 PM
12:30 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:45 PM
12:00 PM, 2:00 PM
12:10 PM, 2:10 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:10 PM
12:15 PM, 2:15 PM, 4:14 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:50 PM
12:10 PM, 2:40 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:05 PM
1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:15 PM, 10:00 PM
3:55 PM, 6:45 PM, 9:30 PM
12:15 PM, 2:30 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:20 PM
1:05 PM, 4:00 PM, 6:55 PM, 9:40 PM
1:00 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:00 PM
1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 3:10 PM, 3:40 PM, 5:25 PM,5:5O PM
7:35 PM, 8:05 PM, 9:50 PM, 10:20 PM
1:15 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:50 PM
. 12:20 PM, 3:30 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:50 PM
9:20 PM

WRITERS WANTED
Write for the Trinity
Tripod!
,3taff meetings at
in th

Elm Theater- New Britain Avenue, Next to Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, September 14
Prices $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
Chicken Run (PG)
Mission: Impossible 2 (PG-13)
The Replacements (PG-13)

7:00 PM
7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
9:30 PM

(Jackson basement)

Questions? Call x2583

VOTE
DURING
ELECTIONS!
Date: Monday, September 8
Time: 9:06ani-7:00pm
Location: Mather or Bistro
(If you vote, you may even win a
prize!)

Student Government
Association
"Puttinq the Student back in
Student Government"
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Spring Crew Program Wrap Soccer First Game
vs. Coast Guard
Continued from page 20
but no less important.
Three Trinity players tried
their hands at a goal, each
stopped by the Coast Guard
goalie, until Sandell found himself in the right place to out it
away. So off they went to overtime.
The sloppy play continued as

Unimpressive play continued, and after two overtime periods, the Bantams had to be
satisfied with the tie.
It must be noted though, the
impressive game played by the
freshmen. In a game marked by
nervous and shaky play, the
freshmen showed that they

In a game marked by nervous and shaky
play, the freshman showed that they were
able to play calm and cool under pressure.

Men's and Women's Crews Pictured on the docks.

The Champion International
'**- Bv BENJAMIN SAYLES
Collegiate Regatta also was a
Sports Writer
successful race having all boats
make it to the grand finals. The
The 2000 Spring season varsity finished the day with a
proved to be a success for both silver medal while the novice
the women and men's crew women and men boats took
teams at all levels. The season's home a gold and bronze, respecvictories began in San Diego tively.
where the varsity men placed
The 2000-01 season is one
first in the San Diego Crew Clas- with unlimited possibilities.
sic regatta, the country's pre- The men's team under the leadmier pre-season race.
ership of Captains George
The men established a 71-1 Hutton '01 and Barret Bijur '01
record in the regular season return 6 of the top 9 varsity rowwhile the women raced two un- ers from last year, all but one
defeated novice boats. The sea- novice, and become 20 stronger
son was wrapped up in May as a large freshman group take
with both the New England the place of last year's novices.
Champion regatta and the
George Hutton says he looks
Champion International Colle- forward to a strong season and
giate Regatta.
"is committed to improving on
At The New England Regatta, the previous 71-1 mark."
the measweptevery race-and . The women's team, led by
received the men's overall tro- Captains Emily Queen '01 and
phy. This sweep was the first in Mara Keith '01, return 5 of the
the college's recent history for original 8 rowers from last year
and also are strengthened by
this race.
The women came in at a close the advent of a strong novice
second for the overall trophy team.
Emily Queen notes that, "The
and the novice women took
home one gold and one silver team is returning 9 novices
medal. The entire team received from last year giving the team a
the overall trophy for the most young dynamic that will guarpoints which tripled those of antee success and a lot of fun,
too."
the second place team.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BENJAMIN S AYLE5 '01

Head coach Steve Fluhr has
projected for the upcoming season that "Our recent successes
provide us with a foundation for
next year's efforts." This will
surelv nrove to be true.

Trinity was still unable to maintain the smooth style that is
their hallmark. A late addition
to the game was freshman
Aaron "The Goat" Birnbaum.
Birnbaum made an immediate and impressive impact on
the game, creating numerous
and unfortunately unfinished
chances for the Trinity side.

were able to play calm and cool
under pressure.
Congratulations to the Freshmen starters Tim Cross and
John Gamble who played unshakable soccer for all of the 120
minutes.
Alsoofnote, freshmen Aaron
and Jon Klaus contributed to
the team's effort.

Women Volleyball
Players Prepared
BY KRISTIN HAGAN

Sports Writer

The Women's Volleyball
team welcomed a new coaching
staff and eight new players to
the court just seven days before
their first day of competition.
So far the changes to the team
have proven to be a success.
Junior co-captains Molly
Roach and Kristin Hagan lead
the young squad along with returning players Beth Landry'02,
Christine Horton '03 and
Isabelle Krusen '03.
Currently the Bantams have
a record of 2-1, with their first
loss coming in the opener
against Coast Guard. This past
Saturday, Trinity hosted a
round-robin tournament with
Fitchburg State and Mt.
Holyoke.
The Bantams won the tournament in six straight games.
Two freshmen stood out for their
excellent play: Carolyn Walker,
the Bantams' new starting
middle blocker, showed her
strength up at the net, and Su-

Layne Walker stepped up at the
right side for injured Molly
Roach.
In addition, Landry had an
excellent week for the Bants after coming back from a broken
toe.
The spotlight belonged to the
newcoachingstaffandthenew
players, as each one contributed
immensely to the tournament
win.
The new players include Tex
Bala '02, Ali Fiedler '02,
Whitney Cronk '02, Sarah St.
Germain '03, Shelby Batalla '04,
andImnetHabtes'04.
With no returning seniors the
Bantams look forward to surprising the NESCAC conference
with their strong, young team.
The new coaching staff
shares a great attitude and a
burning desire to win; head
coach is Renee Na-jarian, and
the assistants include Tom
Rizzoti, Caitlin Luz and Matt
Bridges '02.
The volleyball team will be
traveling to Hamilton this
weekend to play Middlebury,
Williams, and Hamilton.

ONLY

YOU

CAN

P R E V E N T

FOREST

www.smokeybear.com
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Men's Rugby Inspired Field Hockey Is Off To
By The Film Gladiator An Impressive Start
'""- BY COLIN VAUTOUR

Sports Writer

The men's rugby team has a bright
outlook for this fall season. The first side
will see 13 returning starters, including
seniors Matthew Wikstrom and Matthew Albrecht who are returning from
playing in the
Southern
Hemisphere.
The forward will be
led by Colin
Vautour '01,
Pat Sawicki
'01, Darren
King '01. The
back line is
going to be an
experienced
side, led by
experienced
players Billy
Yorns '01,
Loua Coetzee
'Oljames McCloskey '01, and the deceptive Jorge "freight train" Zarzsosa '01.
The squad started th ings early by participating in two tournaments this summer. In July, Trinity entered a squad into
the Rugby Newport Sevens tournament.
The team fared well in the tournament
thanks to dynamic play by Wikstrom,
Albrecht, Yorns, Kabir Shah '03, Eric
Francis '03, and Dave Allen '03.
In late August, seniors King,
Wikstrom, and Albrect took part in a
Connecticut U23 select team.
Head coach Bob Merola is returning
for Viis ^ixtjh seascm. In addition, AssisfaM"dc>a'c1fies "Brian 'Purdy, 'MicYiael Pox,

and Dan O'Brian are returning to the
squad. Former flanker Patrick "the strategist" King '01 is also looking to make his
mark as a coach.
When asked about this year's squad
Merola said that "This team has a lot of
potential. We have strong senior leaders
and a great core of underclassmen. This
squad has a great shot of winning the
league championship."
It is rumored
that some of
the
team's
members seek
inspiration
from movies
such
as

Braveheart,
The Program,
and the recent
smash
hit
Gladiator.
When approached on
CCM
the
matter,
Jorge Zarzosa
quipped, "Sometimes you just need
something to help you focus on the task
at hand. Because rugby is such a physical sport, I like to watch Russell Crowe
and just chant along with the crowd:
'Maxim us, Maximus.'"
Trinity rugby team kicks off it's quest
for the league championship on September 23rd at home against the Coast Guard
Academy.
The team practices Monday from 5:00
PM -6:00 PM and Tuesdays and Thursdays from 4:00 PM -6:15 PM. They are
always on the lookout for dedicated athletes who have the desire to win at all
costs.
" —' • ' - '

and Corrine Gagnon, as well as sophomore Laura Davis, round out a solid
EMILY FLEISHER
midfield. New to Tierney's squad, junior
Sports Writers
Kate Heney and sophomore Tracy Eames
have the ability to support the experiUnder the leadership of head coach enced midfield.
Kimmy "The Undertaker" Franzoni
Kara Tierney, assistant coaches Beth
Gottung and Liz DeSimas, and senior and sophomores Susan Hoppock and
captains Whitney Brown, Mary Jacobs, Jennifer Rieg lead the defense, which also
and Kim Franzoni, the stage is set for a includes juniors Christina Birrell and
successful 2000 Trinity field hockey sea- Clare Bullock, both undispensible defenders on the team.
son.
The depth of the team is only inThis year's team benefits from a
wealth of experience and a host of creased by its first year players. Led by
young, talented players. With one cap- offenders Jen Lattif, Amanda Jones, and
tain each leading the offense, midfield, Lise Tank-Nielsen, and midfielders
BY

SUSAN HOPPOCK A N D

// the tournament is any indication of the rest of the
season, Trinity is headed toward the NESCAC title
and, ultimately, to the NCAAs.
and defense, the line-up is impenetrable.
Junior goalkeeper Jessica Martin, an
essential part of the team's past successes, also looks to the future, training
freshmen goalkeepers Gwen Gillespie
and Annie Troutman.
Martin, one of the nation's best players and team's greatest strengths, sat out
the season opener against Smith College
with an injury. Gillespie stepped up and
started the game, making four impressive saves.
Joining Brown in the offense, the team
boasts juniors Heather Standring and
Brooke Evans. Also seeking to make an
impact are sophomores Katie Bowman,
Lindsay Peet, and Emily Fleisher, each
one a legitimate scoring threat. In fact,
Bowman scored the season's first goal
against Smith.
With Jacobs, juniors Kaitlin Wilson

Kristen Grabowski and Mev Daly, the
freshman class has widespread talent.
Alice Robinson, Merideth Goeller, and
Troutman completed the travel team.
However, the line between the two
teams is subject to change. Kate Boothby,
Joanna Crean, Mimi MacKinnon, Elizabeth Moran, Chi Romano, and Laura
Sanders are all skilled, promising athletes.
Before the season opener, the Bantams
closed their preseason in their annual
scrimmage tournament in Stowe, Vermont. Trinity left the tournament with
a 3-1 record, thanks to Brown's eight
goals.
If the tournament is any indication of
the rest of the season, Trinity is headed
toward the NESCAC title and ultimately
to the NCAAs. Hopefully, the team will
achieve its goals.

At these prices, it's too bad
we don't sell cars.
Maybe one day we will sell cors, food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. You can save up to 40%, and you'll get your books in
1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.

.-•

Large Cheese Pizza

50

495 FBTinington Avenue
for delivery

pick0|ll!

Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes

Medium 12* (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 18U (8 slices) Thin Crust • X-Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium
targe
X«Large
Sicilian
Cheese
Veggie.......
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings.....

.$ 7.50
...$10.00..
$10.50....
$ .50

..;....:$ 9.85
.........$14.85
......$15.85..,
.$ 1.00

$12.00
$17.50
$19.00
.................$ 1.50.

«..:.
.....$13.00
.,..,..........,.....,$18,50
........$20.00
.,..,$ 1.50

TOPPINGS; Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes,

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
!
BBG sauce hot peppers, oil, vinegar mustard, Ketchup.

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with fficotte, Mozzamlia and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of filling and a side cup o! marinara sapce.

Philly Cheese Steak..... ........'....;....;
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon

Caizone...
each additional filling
APPETIZERS

.....$5.50
$6.25

Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak

$7.45

Buffalo Tenders
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide)

15^5
Eggplant ParmTgiana

$5.15

^ Parmigiana
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Tuna & Cheese..
Veggie & Cheese..
Pepperoni & Cheese
Salami & Cheese.

$5.15
$5.40
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
.....$4.50
$5.40
$4.90

g . . . . . . . . . $ 5 . 1 5

,.

Chicken Sandwich &Cheese
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese...

,-BLT & Cheese:,..
...................
"Grilled Hanrt:& Cheese' „ ..'......;
.«».•
••

DINNERS

$5.65
.........$6.00

$4.25
.......$4.90

•••

served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Las^gna * Manicotti * Ravioli»Stuffed Shells *
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

41/ prices do not Include tax,

ftaarelfa Sticks
Onion Rings
French Fries
Cheese Fries.
Fried Dough
Breadsticks
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/cheese
Chips

m

....-(6) for$5.75
{12} for $6.00

...(7) for $4,75
..,...$3.20
;
-$2.65
:
..........,................... ...,™. $3.70
for:
for $2,50"
....,$1.85:

SALADS

Tossed Salad
„...,..
....$4.05
Aniipasto Salad ..,.
...,......,„.
,.,..,.,„......... $5.75
Tuna Salad .•..„.................,„.........,„.*.,.....„
$8,75
Extra Dressing
,..,....„„....... .„.......„...„ $ .50
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand island, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS

Triple Chocolate Cake
SODAS (one liter)

$3.25

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, teed Tea

FREE Order if GARLIC
Must prtssent «wp<m - Coupon cannot be combined.
Mt
jj
tete$H
MM* mm

, ...$4.90
.$ .SO

Um\ pfnmi «supoft»Coupon cannof fe* eombbtd.
W{
k
fete
dlg.

I
I
1

....$1.60

FF1

Aay Large te

I

Sidlian.Pi.z2ft

WlK MM)' www

with purchase of any
Must pmM coupon - Coupsn cannot b$ combined.
ih A nwn!i'-'ii coupon befos a or<J«f iig.

;',\ jfi«'-ffH coupoo

iiml p.i.'W

Must mmikn tmipftfl fetriof* ordering
"
" mm mm mm u. -,!!
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Football Team Experiences Men's Soccer Ties
Changes In Coaching Staff In Opening Game
New Head Coach Chuck Priore Heads Up A Fresh Program

Football players practicing for the regular season.
freshman contingency joining
BY JUSTIN SUGHRUE
.the squad, eager to rtelp the
Sports Editor
Bants earn victories Wfien
asked which NESCAC teams
The Trinity College football would potentially pose some
team, in its first season under tough competition for the Bannew head coach Chuck Priore, tams, Leone said "Williams and
has announced its coaching Amherst are perennial powerstaff for the 2000 season. Not houses, and Middlebury should
only has the staff been reorga- have a strong team this year."
nized and revamped, but the
The Bantams, who posted a 5team itself is much different 3 record in 1999, have hired Jeff
from last year.
Behrman as the new offensive
This year's Bantam defense is coordinator and quarterbacks
returning just two starters from coach. Behrman held the same
last season: co-captain Mike positions last season at
Leone '01 and superstar Steve Blackburn College in Illinois.
Cella '02. The team will also be Prior to Blackburn, Behrman
captained by jay Civetti *01. The spent two seasons at Glenville
offense will return a host of re- State College in West Virginia as

"The offense is definitely going to put up
a lot of points. It's going to be an exciting
offense to watch. Defensively, we're going
to be very athletic, but young as well"
-Mike Leone '01

P

turning starters, but they will
be led by a new quarterback.
Greg Ward, a junior transfer
from the University of Connecticut,
will
provide
athleticism and experience to
the quarterback position. Greg
spent a couple of years playing
for the minor league team of the
Atlanta Braves.
The team's first scrimmage
will take place this weekend at
Tufts, where the Bantams will
be playing Colby. The firs t game
will be played during Parent's
Weekend against Bates, and Senior Co-Captain Mike Leone is
confident about this year's team.
He says "The offense is definitely going to put up a lot of
points. It's going to be an exciting offense to watch. Defensively, we're going to be very
athletic, but young as well."
Furthermore, there is a large

an assistant coach and coordinator of recruiting and academic programs. He began his
coaching career in 1996 as a
graduate assistant coach at
Clarion University in Pennsylvania.
Behrman earned a Bachelor
of Arts Degree in Physical Education from John Carroll University in Cleveland, OH, in 1995
and a Master's Degree in Community Health Promotion from
West Virginia University in
1998. At John Carroll, Behrman
was a four-year letter-winner at
quarterback and captain as a
senior for the football squad.
Trinity has also hired two
new graduate assistant coaches
for the 2000 season—Andy
McPhee and Greg O'Neill.
McPhee will coach the running
backs and O'Neill will assist
with the outside linebackers.

' PHOTO'CCURTESf OFDA* ID MNCSLEf

Tim Cross, '04 delivered a surgical pass to senior captain Caley
Sports Writer
Iandiorio just inside the 18-yard
box.
Iandiorio managed to touch
The Trinity men's soccer
team began its 2000 season the ball by the last defender just
this past Friday. The oppo- before being taken down, and
nent was Coast Guard, a pe- the referee, on top of the play, asrennial thorn in Trinity's side, tutely called a penalty shot. The
and they proved themselves to game should have been tied.
no different this year. The Iandiorio elected to take the
venue was Coast Guard's sta- penalty shot but much to his
dium, a particularly un- dismay, the goalie saved a very
friendly site, both in terms of poorly taken penalty and the
the fans and on the field itself. score remained 1-0.
The result was a 2-2 tie.
It would stay this way until
This is not terrible result, the closing moments of the first
but it is a disappointing one half. After a foul occurred about
from the view of the team. 20 yards outside of goal, the
Trinity went down first after team's free kick specialist MorCoast Guard true to their style, gan Sandell '03 stepped up, and,
launched a ball form deep in as he had done all game, made
their own end which caught the Coast Guard defense pay.
the Trinity defense wrong The shot was rocketed to the far
footed and allowed the Coast side panel and the goalie could
Guard forward an opportu- do little to stop it.
nity, which he professionally
Soon after the halftime
finished, slotting the ball in whistle sounded. At the start of
the near corner.
the second half the Bantams
Throughout the game play found their confidence again
on both sides was sloppy and and were ready to take over the
Trinity was unable to sustain game, but it was not to be. The
the stY^pf play it preferred for ball found its wayintp theTrinaTiy length of time The Ban- i ty box and following a miscomtams had in fact resorted to munication between defenders
the long ball approach in an the ball was quickly dispatched
attempt to open up the game. into the back of the Bantam net.
Not even five minutes epie!
So the game settled into a
kick and chase extravaganza and Trinity wa^d-owri^again.
for a while with no team re- But if there isone thing Trinity
ally dominating until around prides itself on it's the fact that
the thirtieth minute of the they never give up. True to form
they battled and battled until
first half.
The Bantams had control of once again late in the second
the ball and were moving it half they tied it up, This was not
smartly around the offensive nearly as pretty a goal as the first
zone in one of their few periTurn to page 17
ods of controlled play, when
BY CALEY IANDIORIO

McPhee coached football,
ensj^ehocke^and^^eri
"T5aTm*ivfiddIeGury" College in
1999. He earned his Bachelor's
Degree in History from
Middlebury in 1999, where he
played football and baseball.
McPhee was a wide receiver
and a defensive back for the
Panther football team, and
played catcher and the outfield and was a two-year captain for the Middlebury
baseball squad.
O'Neill
earned
his
Bachelor's Degree in Political
Science from Amherst College
this spring. He played football
and track and field for the Lord
Jeffs.
The remainder of the staff
also has undergone a number of
changes in the off-season. Mike
Darr, also the Trinity head men's
lacrosse coach, will coach the
wide receivers after spending
the past several seasons coaching the secondary.
Former graduate assistant,
Shawn Daigneault, moves from
outside linebackers to secondary and special teams. Sean
Spencer, the offensive coordinator and running backs coach
last fall, will coach the defensive
line.
Spencer is also the fitness coordinator for all of Trinity's varsity sports. Ryan Hankard
begins his second season as the
defensive coordinator and Bill
Mella is in his second year with
the tight ends. Priore will coach
the offensive line.
With a series of changes in
the program's personnel,
Trinity's football team will have
to work hard to develop cohesive units on the field. Once the
team establishes a chemistry,
the talent of the players should
provide a pattern of success.
Editor's Note: Some information taken fromTrinity website. Senior Caley Iandiorio struttin' his stuff.

